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GEOLOGY AND GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA,
NELSON COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA

By
Saul Aronow, P. E. Dennis, and P. D. Akin

ABSTRACT
The Michigan City area is in the northeastern part of Nelson County,

N. Dak., and, as considered in this report, comprises 112 square miles in
parts of six townships.

The surface material in the area is glacial drift of the Mankato substage
of the Wisconsin stage of the Pleistocene series. The immediately underlying
bedrock is the :Pierre shale of Late Cretaceous age. The Pierre shale has not
been completely penetrated by wells in or near the area; therefore, the thick-
ness of the shale and the presence of underlying formations are not known
certainly. It is believed, however, that the Niobrara formation, the Benton
shale, and the Dakota formation are present in the area. Also, it is likely
that rocks of earlier Mesozoic and of Paleozoic age are present. Pre-Cambrian
rocks underlie the entire area.

The glacial drift, as it was found in USGS test holes, ranges in thickness
from 17 to 135 feet. In most places it was less than 35 feet thick, and well
data indicate that it generally is not more than 40 feet thick.

Aquifers illthe glacial drift furnish water to only about a quarter of
the wells in thE~area. The aquifers include: (1) deposits of sand and gravel
associated with the till that are not readily assigned to one of the following
categories, (2) sorted deposits of overriden outwash, (3) deposits in the
glacial spillways, and (4) deposits in the recognizable ice-contact features.

Most of thE~wells that tap aquifers i.nthe drift are either dug or bored.
They yield only small supplies of water for farm and domestic use.
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Noaquifer in the glacial drift is believed to be sufficiently productive

of water to SUP]~lyMichigan City adequately from one well or even from a field

of two or three wells. However, certain aquifers in the glacial drift might

warrant more thorough investigation as possible sources of supplemental supplies.

Aquifers in the Pierre shale furnish water to about three-quarters of the

wells, in almost every part of the area. Although the exact physical nature

of the aquifers in the shale is not known, their occurrence in the area is

knownto be quite general. The wells tapping these aquifers range in depth

from 70 to 185 feet.

Pumpingt€~sts on wells tapptng aquifers in shale in Michigan City indicate

a coefficient of transmissibility on the order of 450 gallons per day per foot

(gpd/ft) and a coefficient of storage on the order of 4 x 10-4 for the aquifer

in that locality.

In general, it is unlikely that wells tapping aquifers in shale 'Would

yield more thaJl about 10 gpmfor any appreciable length of time. It is believed,

however, that l3. system of wells, properly spaced so as to produce reasonably

small interfer1ence with one another, could be developed that would yield a

considerable amount of water. Individual wells probably could be expected to

yield 7,000 to 14,000 gpd.

Someexperimentation is warranted to determine whether wells constructed

so as to allow' water from the shallow drift aquifers to moveto the aquifers

in the shale might be beneficial in increasing the amount of water that ccud

be taken economically from the area over a long period of time.

The aquifers of the Dakota formation would be reached at a depth of

1,200 to 1,300 feet below the land surface at Michigan City. Theywould be

likely to yield. morewater than is needed by the city, but the water would

be highly mineralized and unsuitable for general use. Wells tapping such

aquifers at Michigan City probably would.not flow naturally and the water
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would have to he obtained by pumping.
There is a possibility that aquifers may occur in some formations between

the Dakota formation aDd the pre-Cambrian basement complex. However, it is
believed that "ater in any deeper aquifers would be inferior in chemical
quality even t.:>that found in the Dakota formation.

All the water from the Michigan City area that was sampled for chemical
analysis was found to be harder or more highly mineralized than is generally
desirable for lnost domestic uses.

In five samples of water from the glacial drift, dissolved solids ranged
from 540 to 3,190 parts per million (ppm) and. averaged 1,320 ppm; hardness
ranged from 160 to 1,410 ppm and.averaged 510 ppm. The sodium concentration
ranged from 18 to 71 percent and averaged 53 percent.

In 20 samples of water from the Pierre shale, dissolved solids ranged
from 820 to 3,'790 ppm and averaged 1,740 ppm; hardness ranged from 25 to
770 ppm and averaged about 210 ppm. In one water sample the sodium concen-
tration was 34 percent, but in the other samples the sodium concentration
ranged from 75 to 97 percent.

In addition to their generally high sodium percentage, most of the
water samples from the area contained sufficient carbonate and.bicarbonate,
as compared to the calcium and magnesium present, to make the water of
questionable value for general irrigation purposes.

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of the Investigation
The following is a progress report on the general study of the geology

and. ground-water resources of Nelson County being made by the United States
Geological Survey, in cooperation with the State Water Conservation Commission
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and the State Geological Survey, as one of a series of investigations of

different counties in North Dakota. ifllese general studies are being madeto

determine the occurrence, movement,discharge, and recharge of the ground

water, and the q.uantity and quality of such water available for all purposes,

including rmmici.pal, domestic, irrigation, and industrial. However,the most

critical need at the present time is for adequate and perennial water supplies

for numeroustmrns and small cities throughout the State which are attempting

to construct nD.micipalwater-supply systems for the first time or to expand

present facilities. For this reason, the county studies are being started in

the vicinity of those towns that have requested the help of the State Water

Conservation Commissionand the State Geologist. Progress reports are being

released as SOOll as possible in order that the preliminary data maybe available

for use in the solution of water-supply problems in the towns, as well as for

general referen~e, before the general studies can be completed. iflle area

described in this report comprises about 112 square miles and is that part of

Nelson County in which "t-Tatermaybe available for municipal and other uses in

the vicinity of Michigan City.

iflle investigation was madeunder the general supervision of A. N. Sayre,

Chief of the GroundWater Branch, Water Resources Division, of the U. S.

Geological Survey. The field work and test drilling were done under the direct

supervision of P. E. Dennis, former District Geologist, and, later, under P. D.

Akin, District Engineer.

Field wor1~in the area was done chiefly from June to September, 1947,

from Mayto October 1948, and in June 1949. It consisted of the following:

(1) gathering :Lrrf'ormationon most of the existing wells, including measure-

ments of depthl3and water levels where possible, (2) mappinggeologic features

using aerial photographs and topographic maps, (3) drilling 55 test holes to
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depths of 20 to 140 feet for a total of about 2,400 feet of hole and taking

di tch samples and cores of the earth materials, (4) determining land-surface

altitudes at almost all the test holes, (5) collecting for chemical analysis

water samples from water-bearing beds penetrated by test holes and existing

wells, and (6) test pumpingthe wells to determine quantitatively the capac-

ities of the water-bearing materials.

Locations of the test holes are shownin figures 3,5, and 6, the geologic

sections in figure 4, and the data regarding the wells are given on pages 80a

- 90b. The locations of the wells are shownin figures 5 and 6, and the logs

of wells and.test holes are given on pages 91-106.

Location and General Features of the Area

Michigan City, population 488 (1950 census), is in the northeastern part

of Nelson County, 10 miles east of lakota and about 53 miles west of Grand.

Forks. The city is served by two important highways, U. S. Highway2 from

east to west arn State Highway35 which originates in ~lichigan City and goes

north. A branc:h of the Great Northern Railway passes through the city. The

small communit;yof Mapesis 5 miles west of Michigan City, at the western

edge of the area.

The Michigan City area is in the part of the Central Lowlandphysiographic

province (Fenneman,1938, p. 559-588) that has been called the Drift Prairie

by Simpson(1~~9, p. 4). (See fig. 1).

According to climatic mapsby Bavendick (1946) the temperature in the

Michigan City area ranges from an average of about 2DF in January to an

average of about 670f'in July. Thus the area is characterized by cold winters

and.fairly warmsummers. The average annual precipitation is about 19 inches.

The growing season is about 120 days, during which most of the precipitation
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FIGURE I. - MAP OF NORTH DAKOTA SHOWING PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS. AS MODIFIED FROM SIMPSON. AND LOCATION OF THE
MICHIGAN CITY AREA.



occurs.

The principal occupation of the area is farming, with wheat, flax, oats,

barley, and hay the principal crops. Somebeef cattle and dairy cowsare

raised.

Several more or less distinct physiographic units form the topography of

the area, as shownin figures 3 and 5. Most prominent are two end moraines,

one in the northeast and the other in the southcentral part of the area.

The limits of the southern moraine, which has a typical knob-and-kettle

topography, are muchmore distinct than those of the northeastern one, whose

principal featUJ~esare northwest-trending morainal ridges with few, if any,

intervening stel~-sided depressions. Northeast of the southern moraine are

two former glacial spillways, referred to in this report as the Goose Creek

and Lindsey Lake spillways. At the present time they drain into the basin

of the Red River of the North. Twolarge kettle chains, the main axes of

which are more or less alined and strike north, lie west of the moraines.

The northern kettle chain is referred to as the Lake Laretta chain and the

southern is called the Bitter Lake chain. A third kettle chain, smaller

and unnamed,lies just northwest of Michigan City.

The rest elf the area consists of flat to rolling ground moraine and

overridden out\rBsh, which could not be differentiated in the field without

more intensive and detailed mappingthan could be done in the short time

available.

Previous Workand Acknowledgments

The only J?revious geologic work done in the Michigan City area was by

Upham(1896, p1s. 18, 19, and 20), whomappedthe morainal tracts of' eastern

North Dakota i:11a reconnaissance fashion. Sin:q:>son(1929, p. 177...181) dis-

cussed the geolOgyand ground-water resources of Nelson Countybut he did not
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investigate thE~Michigan City area specifically. Someof the well data and

chemical analys:es contained in the present report were taken from SimpsonIS

report. Other well data and chemical analyses were taken from Abbott and

Voedisch (1938, p.68-69).

In 1938 aILd1939 the WorksProjects Administration madea State-wide

well inventory, the results of which were never published but have been

circulated in typescript copies. The bulk of the well data given in the

table "Records of wells" in the present report was adapted from this inventory.

For more than balf the wells, the depths and aquifers were checked with the

local well driller, Otto Anunson. The information in the table is therefore

fairly accuratE~, the most serious errors being in the names of the current

owners.

Prof. R. P'. Flint, of Yale University, madea numberof pertinent

suggestions cOI~erning the geology of the area in an office discussion

with the seniOl' author.

The preseI~ study was facilitated by the ready cooperation of the

townspeople anel farmers in the area. Special thanks are due Delbert and

Lloyd Wright, 'torhotwice flew the senior author over the area, and those

residents who gave the authors data concerning their wells or permitted

measurements oj~depths and water levels in their wells and test drilling on

their land. Thanks are due also to Otto Anunson, driller.

Manyof the chemical analyses given in the present report were madeby

the North Dakota State Department of Health and by the North Dakota State

Laboratories DE~partment.

Present Water Supply and Future Needs

By far thl~ greatest use of ground water in the Michigan City area is

for farm supplies. Almost all the dug and bored wells in the area tap aquifers
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in the thin drift blanket over the Pierre shale. A few deeper, drilled wells

enter drift aquifers in "lows" in the shale. The drift wells in the Michigan

City area range from about 10 to 110 feet in depth. Generally the water

from the drift is of poor quality for drinking and culinary purposes and is

almost invaria1)ly hard. Most of the drilled wells and at least one dug well

tap aquifers ill the Pierre shale. Thesewells range in depth from about 40

to 185 feet. ~:hequality of the water from the shale is locally reputed to

be potable and soft. As contrasted with drift wells, which sometimesfailed

in the drought years of the 1930's, these wells are locally reputed to have

furnished perelmial supplies of water. The capacity of the shale wells

generally is satisfactory for most farm, domestic, and stock needs, as long

as there is no demandfor large-scale supplies, as for irrigatio~

At the stl:lrt of this investigation MichiganCity had no public water-

supply and sewer system. It was estimated that the city would need a water

supply of about 50,000 gpd. Water for use in the city was obtained from

numerousprivate wells, almost all of which end in the Pierre shale (see fig.6).

Althoughthe quality of water obtained from the shale is considered satis-

factory locallJr, wells developed in the shale generally have a capacity of

less than 15 gpm. This low capacity is not satisfactory for large supplies

for municipal or industrial uses.

In 1945the Great Northern Railwaydrilled three test holes into the

Pierre shale (I~eefig. 6). The quantity of water in these test holes was

deemedinsuffieient for its needs. The railway then constructed a small

reservoir with a fairly impervious drift bottom by deepening a "slough" at

the east edge of the city (see fig. 6). The "slough" has a catchment area

large .enoughto fill the reservoir in the spring of each year.
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The only other single user of large amounts of water in the city is the

creamery, which obtains water from two shale wells. These wells have

capacities of less than 10 gpm. The peak use of water by the creamery is in

the summer,and. is about 8,000 gpd.

It has been decided to proceed with the construction of a water-supply

and sewage-di~posal system, using several small-capacity wells in shale as

the source of 'W'atersupply. It is realized, of course, that the supply of

water from this source will be considerably smaller than is desirable, but it

probably will :meetminimumdomestic requirements. The logs and locations of

these new supply wells, drilled by the city, are included in this report.

Well-NumberingSystem

Thewell-:numberingsystem used in this report is based upon the location

of the well with respect to the land-survey divisions used in North Dakota.

The first numberis that of the township north of the baseline that extends

laterally across the middle of Arkansas. The second number is that of the

range west of 'the fifth principal meridian. The third number is that of the

section within the designated township. The letters a, b, c, and d designate,

respectively, the northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast quarter

sections, quarter-quarter sections, and quarter-quarter-quarter sections. If

more than one 'W'elloccurs in a 10-acre tract (quarter-quarter-quarter section),

consecutive numbersare given to them as they are scheduled. The number

follows the letters. Thus, well 153-58-32ddc6 (fig.6) is in Township153

North, Range 58 West, section 32. It is in the southwest quarter of the

southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of that section and is the sixth

well scheduled in that 10-acre tract. Similarly, well 151-58-7add (USGStest

22, fig. 3) is in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of the

northeast quarter of sec. 7, T. 151 N., R. 58 W. Numbersfor wells not
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accurately l~:ated within the section may contain only one or two letters
after the section number, indicating that the locations of such wells are
accurate only to the quarter section or quarter-quarter section. Figure 2
illustrates the application of this numbering system.

The test holes drilled under the supervision of the U. S. Geological
Survey were given serial numbers in the field. These serial numbers with
the prefix USGS, have been retained in the report for purposes of reference
and for ease of recognition by the local people. Certain other wells and
test holes, s1.1chas those drilled by the Great Northern Railway and Michigan
City, are shmrn by special symbols on the illustrations for easy reference
and identification.

GEOLOGY
Rock· Units

The surface material in the Michigan City area is glacial drift of the
Mankato substage of the Wisconsin stage of the Pleistocene series. The
immediately wlderlying bedrock is the Pierre shale of Late Cretaceous age.
No wells in the area or in the immediate vicinity penetrate the entire
thickness of the Pierre shale and therefore the thickness of the formation
at Michigan City is unknown. There is good reason to believe that the
Niobrara formation, the Benton shale, and the Dakota formation also underlie
the area. Thl:levidence for the possible occurrence of these formations in
the Michigan City area will be discussed later in this section.

Information regarding the glacial drift and the Pierre shale was obtained
from test holes drilled under the supervision of the U. S. Geological Survey
during the investigation from several test holes and wells drilled by Michigan
City, from private wells, and from surface exposures. Data on the formations
below the Pierre shale were obtained from published well logs.
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No stratigraphic column is given in this report because the inclusion
of one might imply greater certainty than is warranted concerning the occurrence
of formations below the Pierre shale.

Glacial Drift
The glacial drift in the Michigan City area, as it was found in USGS test

holes, ranges in thickness from 17 feet (USGS test 54) to 135 feet (USGS test
53). In most test holes it was found to be less than 35 feet thick (see fig. 4),
and well data indicate that generally it is not more than 40 feet thick (figs.
5 and 6, and table on p. 61 ).

Glacial drift is usually divided, lithologically, into (a) till and (b)
stratified drift. In general the glacial drift in any one area is derived
principally from the local bedrock. In the Michigan City area the local bedrock
is the Pierre shale, which appears in the drift as brittle flat pebbles or as
calcareous clay.

In fresh well cuttings the color of the drift generally changes from a
yellow brown to a blue gray at depths of about 10 to 20 feet below the surface,
where the oxid.ized zone ends. This change, if present, is indicated in the
geologic sections by an oblique arrow at each test hole. In desiccated sam-
ples, such as are examined in the laboratory, the change is from a dull brown
or buff to a l.ightor dark gray.

The till is a heterogeneous mixture of clay, silt, sand, gravel, and
boulders, which has no distinct or prominent stratification. The till seen
at or near the surface in road cuts or similar exposures in the Michigan City
area usually bes some or all of the following characteristics:

(a) A composition largely of a gritty silt and clay plus materials of
all siizeranges.

(b) An over-all color of yellow brown.
_ 11"_



(c) A rough blocky fracture, tending to flakiness when dry.
(d) A highly calcareous component which causes effervescence in dilute

hydrochloric acid.
(e) Boulders and pebbles of shale, limestone, and dolomite, as well

as those of granite and gneiss which may fall apart at the touch.
(f) Tiny, distinct, red-orange rust flecks.
(g) Plat;>,crystals of gypsum, generally less than a quarter of an inch

in ~~ngest dimension.
The till does not yield water to wells, but it functions as a confining

bed for water contained in associated glacioaqueous deposits.
Stratified drift is a term applied to material that is stratified and

sorted to some extent. Till and stratified drift grade into one another, de-
pending on the extent to which flowing water was involved in their deposition.
The term "glacioaqueous" is used in this report to refer to all stratified
drift resulting from glaciation. It includes glaciofluvial (glacial-stream),
glaciolacustrine (glacial-lake), and ice-contact deposits. The glaciofluvial
or "channel" deposits make the best aquifers because of their better sorting,
the comparative absence of clay and silt fines, and their continuity in
channel directions. The scrambled structure and lack of continuity of
materials in the ice-contact deposits do not permit as rapid transmission of
water as do the channel deposits. No glaciolacustrine deposits were found

in the area.
Bedrock

Informat.ion on the depth to and thickness of the Pierre shale, Niobrara
formation, Be~nton shale, and the Dakota formation (p.14) was obtained from
logs of welle: outside the Michigan City area, and their indicated thicknesses
in the area are based on extrapolation of the data. The wells of which logs
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were used f'or extrapolation are:

1. A municipal supply well in the city of' Devils Lake in RamseyCounty,

about 34 miles west-northwest of' MichiganCity. This well taps aquif'ers in

the Dakota f'ormation. Part of the log is, roug..lJ.ly,as f'ollows: 50 feet of

glacial drift, 560 :feet of' Pierre shale, 120 feet of Niobrara formation, 590
feet of' Benton Shale, and 191 feet of Dakota formation. The Dakota formation

was entered at a depth of' 1,320 feet below the surface (Laird, 1941, p. 25-27).
2. A private well in the northeastern part of Griggs County, ~ sec. 28,

T. 148 N., R. 58 W., about 29 miles south of Michigan City. This well penetrated

40 feet of drift and ended in shale at 704 feet without encountering any water

(Simpson1929, p. 143). The shale penetrated probably is the Pierre and

possibly other shale of Late Cretaceous Age.

3. A pri.vate well in the southwestern part of GrandForks County, ~

sec. 19, T. 1~-9N., R. 54 'Vl., about 31 miles southeast of Michigan City. This

well passed through 100 feet of lake deposits and other glacial drift, 506 feet

of shale, probably Late Cretaceous, and ended in a white sand thought to be

Dakota sandstone (Simpson, 1929, p. 138).
ThePierre shale, a marine deposit, is probably less than 500 feet thick

in the Michigan City area and it immediately underlies all the drift in the

area. As found in the test holes the shale is a gray compact, fissile rock

which contaiDfIoccasional thin layers of richly calcareous material. Bentonitic

beds a :fewin(~hesto a few feet in thickness were encountered in sometest holes

in other areafl, and this maybe the material described by local drillers as

"soapstone." Local drillers report that the uppermost parts of the shale may

be fairly soft and clayey. The log of' the well in the city of Devils Lake,

re:ferred to above, indicates that in the portions not penetrated by the USGS

test holes the shale maybe tan in places, and that it contains varying amounts
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of sand, lignite, gypsum,and sulfur.

'llie Pierrl~ shale is the most important aquifer in the Michigan City

area. Most of the water for farm supplies is obtained from the upper 100

feet of the formation (see table, p.61).

The Niobrara formatio!l and the Benton shale are reported to be 120 and

590 feet thick, respectively, in the Devils Lakewell. Theyprobably are

thinner in the: Michigan City area. In samples from the Devils Lake well, the

Niobrara formation was found to be gray or tan and to contain gypsum,lignite,

and selenite. The Benton shale there is gray and contains pyrite, gypsum,

selenite, and sulfur. Nowater is obtained from these formations in the

MichiganCity area. It is reported that someaquifers are present in the

formations in the Edgeley and La Mourequadrangles in south-central North

Dakota (Hard, 1929, p. 45-46).
Concerningthe Dakota formation Simpson(1929, p. 40) noted that, for

the convenience of his report, "the entire group of water-bearing sandstone

beds below the Benton, with the intervening shaly or calcareous beds, is

called the Dakota sandstone, though it mayinclude earlier Cretaceous rocks,

especially in the western part of the State." In the present report the term

Dakota formation is used to designate the group of beds referred to be Simpson

in this inst~Ulce. Simpsondescribed the Dakota sandstone proper (p. 40-41)

as "a gray ferruginous sandstone, very poorly cementedand interbedded with

thin layers of clay and shale. In places it includes beds of fine, incoherent

nearly white sand."

The data on the three wells noted at the beginning of this section were

plotted on a structure-contour mapof the Dakota sandstone prepared by Laird

(1949). Assumingthat the material found in the last well was correctly

identified as Dakota sandstone, it is concluded that the formation maylie
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under the Michigan City area at a depth of 1,200 to 1,300 feet below the surface.

Pre-Cambrian rocks underlie the entire area but have not been reached by

drilling there.

It is likely that rocks of early Mesozoic and Paleozoic ages are present

between the Dakota formation and the pre-Cambrian crystalline basement complex.

A Note on the Subdrift Topography

The general character of the subdrift topography is shownon the

geologic sect:lons, figure 4. Both the north-south sections (A-AI I I) and.the

east-west section (C-CI) showthe surface of the shale to be nearly flat to

gently rolling. The few depressions encountered by the test holes appear to

be rather narrow and steep sided. The general evenness of the surface and

the narrow steep-sided depressions maybe partly or wholly the result of the

smoothing and scouring action of the ice, respectively. However,because

these feature:3 of the sub-drift topography are knownto be commonto muchof

North Dakota and adjacent States, it is believed more likely that they were

produced larg1e1yby stream erosion prior to the glaciation, in which case a

newly incised erosion surface is suggested.

Glacial Geology

End Moraines

In general, end moraines are expressed in the topography as more or less

continous topographic "highs" having an irregular surface with varying degrees

of relief. These "highs" are built up whenthe melting of the ice sheet at

its terminus keeps pace with its general forward motion. Glacial ice usually

has entrained considerable debris, which is dumpedwhen the transporting ice

melts. Sometimesthis debris is later ridged-up by subsequent forward motion

of the ice. It is this partly dumpedand partly ridged material that forms
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the moraine. Most of the material is unsorted-that is, till. Somesorted

material may [>e present in a moraine, however, depending on the quantity of

melt water available. The last ice that forms the moraine, when no longer

active, maydeposit, as it melts, partly sorted material over previously

deposited matE~rial. This material is "ablation moraine."

The two E~ndmoraines in the Michigan City area are not named, or referred

to by name, ill this report. The area was first mappedgeologically by Upham

(1896, pIs. 113, 19, and 20). Since his work, a numberof moraines in the

Devils Lake-StumpLake region to the west have been remappedand renamed.

At the present time it is not clear if UphamIs correlations between the

Michigan City area and the area to the west are valid.

The southern moraine differs in appearance from the northern moraine

and seems to have had a somewhatdifferent genesis. In ground plan, it is

roughly wedge·.shaped, the apex pointing north (fig. 3). It is approximately

bounded on the north and.northeast by the Goose Creek spillway and partly

bounded on tha west by the Bitter Lake kettle chain. Except for the group of

northwest-striking ridges on the northeast, the surface of the moraine con-

sists mainly I::>fknobbyhills and steep-sided depressions. It has been sug-

gested ~ th~t the steep-sided kettles, together with certain other topo-

graphic features outside the moraine area, may indicate the remains of a

preglacial or interglacial drainage system.

Local relief and topography similar to those in the end-moraine area

(fig. 3) also characterize the Bitter Lake kettle chain, but this kettle chain

is not included in the southern moraine area because it does not form a

topographic "high."

Y Flint, R. :F., 1950, Oral communication.
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The knob-,and-kettle topography of the southern moraine betokens a lengthy

stay of active ice and the continual burial of ice blocks who,semelting made

the depressions or kettles. The final retreat of the ice from the site of the

moraine was probably more halting and slower in the northeast than in the

northwest direction, as indicated by the presence of the northwest-trending

morainal ridg€~s. These ridges, a few of which are north of the Goose Creek

spillway in sees. 32 and 33, T. 152 N., R. 58 W., were probably amongthe

last features formed as the active ice front retreated. USGStest 51, drilled

in one of thefle ridges to a depth of 52 feet, did not reach bedrock. The

upper 15 feet was a sandy silt and mayrepresent a shallow crevasse filling

whosepresencE~here might be explained as follows: The morainal ridge, one

of the higher topographic features of the area, mayhave had its crest first

exposed after the ice began to waste downward. The top of the ridge would be

fringed with ice which formed a small basin into which the sandy silt was

deposited from the contiguous ice.

As shownin geologic section A_A'l', figure 4, there seem to be two layers

of sorted material underlying the southern moraine: one at about 1,500 feet

and a lower one between 1,460 and 1,480 feet. The lower one appears in the

section as if' it might be continuous with the sorted material found in USGS

test 17, unde!rthe Goose Creek spillway. The continuity is problematical,

however, as ~rill be discussed in the section on Spillways.

The apparent continuity and generally increasing thickness of the sorted

materials of the moraine toward the south suggest that they maybe outwash

deposited in front of stationary or movingice. They mayhave been overriden

later and paJ~tly modified as the ice movedsouth and built the moraine.

USGSte::lt 21, drilled in one of the larger and deeper kettles in the

moraine, sh01iedthe presence of a "low" in the bedrock surface.
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The relationship of the kettle, the "low~and the relatively thick sorted

deposits is not clear. However, it is suggested that the bed-rock 1I1ow"

probably was f'loored with till before the deposition of the sorted materials.

The depressiorl in the till mayhave collected a thicker section of sorted

material than the flatter topography to the north. Also, the till-lined basin

mayhave permi.tted the emplacementor burial of a large ice block or group of

ice blocks which upon melting formed the present kettle.

West-northwest of the kettle mentioned above, in sec. 6, T. 151 N., R

58 W., and in secs. 1 and 2, T. 151 N., R. 59 W. (fig. 3) is a group of deep,

steep-sided kettles. A comparison of figure 3 with figure 5 indicates that

drift more than 110 feet thick is associated with this rough a1inement of

kettles. Thil~"low" in the bedrock maybe continuous with the one penetrated

by USGStest ~~l. In sec. 9, T. 151 N., R. 59 W., another "lowll in the bedrock,

associated with large kettles, is indicated by well data.

The fact that wells have been developed in the "lowsll mayindicate the

presence of sorted material in a stratigraphic sequence similar to that found

in USGStest :~1.

The questions as to whether the places of thick drift can be "tied togetherll

to form a coherent drainage net or whether the occurrence of large deep kettles

in the Michigan City area uniformly indicates thick drift can be settled only

by obtaining :moredetailed subsurface data than are available at the present

time. However,the apparent association of the large kettles with thick drift

deposits suggests a means of explaining the specific locations of someof the

kettles. The kettles mayhave been formed as the result of relatively thick

ice accumulating in bedrock swales. The swa1e fillings then mayhave been

buried in drift deposited by a later, minor readvance of the glacier after the

ice that had accumulated in them was melted.
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The deep-in-ift occurrences have been referred to previously as "lows"

or swales in the bedrock to avoid any commitmentconcerning their origin •.

Theymayrepresent parts of a drainage net developed just prior to the deposi-

tion of the latest drift, the base of which is impossible to ascertain at the

present time. The drainage net mayhave been developed partly in the shale

bedrock and partly in the drift. It maynever be possible to outline the

drainage net completely, as it mayprove to be difficult to distinguish the

older drift itl.which the valley was formed from the younger drift at the

surface.

Onthe ot.her hand, the bedrock "lows" maybe parts of a drainage net

developed enti.rely in the bedrock and later partly obliterated by glacial

erosion; or they mayrepresent a drainage net that was scoured out, widened,

and deepened 'by glacial ice to a varying extent in different localities.

The northern moraine, as shownin figure 3, lacks the chaotic knob-and-

kettle appearHnceof the southern moraine. The main features are a series

of generally northwest trending ridges easily seen on aerial photographs.

However,the regular trend of the ridges is not easily discovered by "on-the-

ground" investigation. The limits of the moraine are not so clearly defined

as are parts of those of the southern moraine. The southern limit of the

northern moraine was indicated on the map, rather arbitrarily, as the southern

boundary of the large ridges. (However,sizable ridges do occur outside of the

area indicateli as end moraine, as, for example, in sec. 17, T. 152 N., R. 58 w. )
The same is true of the western limit. The Lake Laretta kettle chain, like

the Bitter Lalte kettle chain, is not high topographically and, hence, was not

included in the end-moraine area.

The surface topography shownin cross section A-A' f' is rougher in the

northern than in the southern moraine. The relief in the northern moraine is
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greater but the topographic features are more numerous in the southern moraine.

The northern moraine is weakly developed in part and includes somerather flat

areas.

The uppermost material found in USGStests 3 and 4 seems to be partly

sorted and probably is ablation moraine.

The pres1enceof the more or less oriented ridges seems to indicate that

the ice retre~ted in a halting fashion to the northeast, but with little or

no readvance and overriding or burial of detached masses of ice, thus resulting

in a lack of steep-sided depressions.

The thickest drift in the northern moraine area is that reported in two

drilled wells, in secs. 14 and 34, T. 153 N., R. 58 W. The drift in these

wells was reported to be about 60 feet thick (fig. 5). The well in sec. 34

was drilled 00 top of a morainal hill which is about 20 or 30 feet above the

surrounding topography. This, rather than a "low" in the shale bedrock, may

account for the thicker drift.

The bedrock topography beneath the moraine is fairly flat, so far as

can be discerned from the test-hole data. However, in the northern part of'

geologic section A-A' I I the test holes were drilled a mile apart, and "lows"

such as the one found at the extreme south end of the geologic section maybe

present between the test-hole locations.

The lack of large steep-sided kettles in the northern moraine is consis-

tent with the flat bedrock surface, if it is assumedthat depressions in the

bedrock had a tendency to catch and preserve large blocks of ice which later

melted and formed kettles. A relation of the kettles to the irregular bedrock

surface was suggested in the case of the southern moraine. Well data available

from the northern moraine support the hypothesis of that relationship.
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GroundMoraine

Groundmoraine is flat to rolling topography underlain largely by till.

It mayorigiIlElte from drift overridden and plastered downby moving ice, or

from ablation moraine. In glacial geology, ground moraine is a fairly general-

ized category in which are placed tyPes of topography underlain by till that

do not readi~r fall into any other category.

The occurrence of ground moraine in the Michlgan City area is shownin

figure 3. It has less than 20 feet of relief and is confined to the areas

west of and bE!tweenthe two end moraines, including those west of the Lake

Laretta kettle chain and those east and west of the southern part of the Bitter

Lake kettle chain. It was not possible, in the field, to find the contact

between the ground moraine and what appears to be outwash that was laid down

and later overridden by ice.

Ice-Contact Features

The locations of ice-contact features in the Michigan City area are shown

on figure 3. Noneare very long nor do they have muchrelief. Theywere

formed by melt water in or under cavernous and fissured ice that temporarily

or permanent~r stopped moving. They are usually composedof sorted material.

As noted by Flint (1947, p. 143), "The sediments of ice-contact stratified

drift have three general characteristics that distinguish them from proglacial

sediments: extreme range and frequent and abrupt changes in grain size; intimate

associationwtth till; and deformation." The specific types of ice-contact

features are tdentified by their shape, lithology, and relation to other

features.

The pr1n<:ipal types of ice-contact features maybe defined as follows:

Eskers are SiIlUOUS,steep-sided ridges which are thought to be the deposits of

streams beneath or within the ice. Crevasse fillings are even-crested ridges
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which have belenformed in fissures or crevasses open to the sky. Kamesare

ideally conical but maybe short, flat .•.tQpped, or wedge-shaped ridges. They

mayoriginate as alluvial fans downa steep ice face, or as deposits in

openings in the ice. ~ terraces commonlyare formed of material deposited.

between an iC43face and a valley wall or hillside. The materials of all ice-

contact feat~res are subject to collapse and deformation when the retaining

ice walls melt.

Manyof the ice-contact features in the area have a rather amorphous

topographic expression, which leads to somedifficulty in delimiting the sorted

materiaL Onfigure 3 they are generally indicated only by the "gravel pit"

symbol. Most of these amorphousfeatures are probably kames or kameterraces.

The kamelike ones tend to splay out, with few if any sharp contours. Those

kame-like terraces are generally located on the sides of large hills, which

apparently arE~composedchiefly of till. Examples of the latter can be found

in sec. 28, T.. 153 N., R. 58 W., and in sec. 7, T. 151 N., R 58 W.

The only esker in the Michigan City area that has the typical knobby crest

and sinous ground plan crosses State Highway35 in the extreme northern part

of the area, in secs. 3 and 4, T. 153 N., R 58 W., and sec. 33, T. 154 N.,

R. 58 W. The relief of the esker is generally less than 25 feet. It seems to

end in the south in a group of high morainal ridges. USGStest 1 was drilled in

a flank of th€~esker and penetrated about 6 feet of sand and gravel.

The location of the esker amonga group of morainal ridges mayappear

to be somewhatunusual, because morainal ridges are formed by active ice and

ice-contact f€~tures are characteristic of stagnant or wasting ice. However,

the esker probably was formed after the ice that formed the morainal ridges

had becomedetached from the main mass of active ice.
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An esker in sees. 29, 30 and 32, T. 153 N., R. 58 W., with probably less

than 20 feet of"relief', has a slightly knobbycrest and is somewhatsinuous

in ground plaD.• It is interrupted by a swampin the NWt sec. 29. '!he

southeastern ];Iart of the esker is poorly developed and is barely perceptible

as a low, cont.inuous rise in which are two gravel pits. Sand and gravel is

exposed in a road cut just east of USGStest 25. '!he 27 feet of sorted

material in USGStest 25 probably is related to the esker. The low relief

of the esker at this point may indicate that it is partly buried in till.

The preSE!nCeof the esker in and paralleling the spillwaylike depression

northwest of Hichigan City mayindicate that any surface drainage of melt

water through the depression was preceded by sub or englacial drainage. It

is suggested that the subglacial chan::lel in which the esker was deposited was

later enlarged and.opened to the sky.

Another feature that maybe an esker was found in a setting similar to

that of the Ollediscussed above. It is in the SEk sec. 27, the ~ sec. 34,

T. 152 N., R. 59 W., and NEt sec. 3, T. 151 N., R. 59 W'!his is a long, fairly

straight ridgl9 that begins in the north by partly bisecting the Bitter Lake

group of deprl9ssions and continues south, still partly flanked by these

depressions. It is more or less even crested in someplaces but in other

places it has the knobbycrest characteristic of eskers. It has the character-

istic steep sides of a hill composedof sand.and gravel.

USGStest 49 was drilled at the southern end of the feature with rather

ambiguousresults. At the test hole, the uppermost 24 feet is material that

maybe either till or a clayey pebbly sand; that material is underlain to a

depth of 57 feet by sorted material. The surface relief of the feature is

greater than the 24 feet of material that maybe till.
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It is believed that the Bitter lake kettle chain is the remains of a

sub- or englaeial drainage system. It is possible, therefore, that till was

let downonto the feature by the collapse of an ice roof.

A numberof other eskers were observed in the Michigan City area: in

sec. 33, T. 1~53N., R. 58 W., in sec. 36 T. 153 N., R. 59 W., and in secs.

4 and 23, T. 152 N., R. 59 W.

Several features that maybe crevasse fillings were found in the area.

One, in sec. H, T. 153 N., R. 58 W., maybe related to the esker north of it

in sec. 5. This feature is fairly straight. Its relief was difficult to

estimate because most of the contents had been excavated, but it appears to

have had about 10 or 15 feet of relief and a fairly flat crest.

Three other crevasse fillings that were studied are in the spillways.

One, in the Lindsey Lake spillway, is in sec. 28 T. 152 N., R. 58 W. The

other two are in or near the Goose Creek spillway: one is in sec. 4, T. 151 N.,

R. 58 W., just outside the limits of the spillway as shown on the map, and

the other is in sec. 14, T. 151 N., R. 58 W., just outside the extreme

southeastern corner of the maparea.

The stru.cture of the crevasse fillings was either poorly exposed or not

definitive, and it is not certain that they are truly ice-contact features.

Possibly they were initially ice-contact features whose contents were re-

worked into "'bars" or they maybe primary "bar" deposits.

The short ridge in the SEt sec. 11, T. 152 N., R. 59 W., which is shown

as morainal i.n figure 3, mayalso be a crevasse filling.

Kamesare the commonesttype of ice-contact feature in the Michigan

City area. ~:b.eygenerally have no characteristic form and the symbol on the

mapusually only approximates their shape. The kames that have better

conical or wE~dgelikeshapes maybe found in sec. 35, T. 153 N., R. 59 w., and
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in sees. 28 and 33, T. 152 N., R. 59 w.
As is aIJparent from the geologic map (fig. 3) and the preceding discussion,

most of the ice-contact features are in the eastern half of the area, and most

of these are in the vicinity of the northern moraine. lbe reason is not clear,

but the concentration there of ice-contact features maybe related to the

presence of an active but retreating ice front. Greater quantities of melt

water and.glacial debris were available there than in the western half of the

area which, it is believed, was occupied by large msses of less vigorously

movingor stagnant ice. Concurrent development of morainal ridges and ice-

contact features probably explains whymanyof the ice-contact features are

not typically developed, as they have been distorted and partially obllterate4.

In general there is little difference in the mineral constituents or

grain sizes of the materials constituting the eskers, crevasse fillings, and

kames. Most :partieles are less than 1i inches in largest diameter, though all

the deposits contain scattered cobbles and boulders. Sand is the predominant

size fraction. lbe principal mineral constituents, roughly in decreasing order

of frequency, are those derived from.metamorphieand igneous rocks, limestone

and dolomite, and shale.

Proglacia1 Deposits

iJheprog.lacial deposits in the Michigan City area are shownin figure 3

as overridden outwsh and. spillway sediments. Proglacial deposits are those

that were deposited in front of and.beyond the zone of active moving ice.

Outwashd.eposits are usually those that were laid dawnin front of a

moraine by sbort shifting streams whieh headed in the moraine. In the gr~

plan, the long axis of the outwash body as a whole commo~ parallels the

outer edge of the moraine. The outwash deposits are believed to have been

overridden by readvances of the ice shortly after deposition and are generally



covered with a thin veneer of till.

Spillway :sedimentswere deposited by more definitely channeled streams

of melt water 'irhich mayor maynot have headed in the outwash•.

In the Michigan City area, wj.despread and more or less continuous

deposits of sorted material with less than 20 feet of relief are believed

to be overridden outwash deposits and spillway deposits. The overridden out-

wash deposits were discovered almost entirely by test drilling. The spillways

can be identif'ied on the surface as shallow, elongate depressions. Although

the sediments of the overridden outwash and spillways are probably continuous

with one anott~r, they will be discussed separately •.

Overridden OutwashDeposits

OverriddEmoutwash deposits underlying parts of the Michigan City area

were discoverE~dmainly by the test drilling. In the absence of data obtained

from test dri:L1ing, the outwash would have been thought to be ground moraine.

The surface exposures of the outwash deposits are patchy and not easily

classified; the surface topography in the outwash areas appears to be identical

to that of the ground moraine. Amongthe areas that maybe underlain by

outwash are those north and east of the Bitter Lake kettle chain, especially

along U. S. Highway2. Those areas are not discriminated on the map (fig. 3)

because sufficient evidence for indicating any contacts are lacking except

in the places that were test drilled.

The surface of the area of overridden outwash is dotted with numerous

small, shallcM, undrained depressions. The amount of relief in the areas

indicated as overridden outwash is generally less than 20 feet.

The matE!rial exposed in most road cuts along U. S. Highway2 in the

western part of the area could not be definitely correlated with the uppermost

materialfoulld in the test holes (USGStests 27 to 31, geologiC section C-C',
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fig. 4). The samples from the test holes show sorted material immediately

below the surface. The road cuts showmainly a pebbly, sandy clay and silt

that maybe interpreted as till or ablation moraine.

Exposures of material similar to that penetrated in the test holes were

examined in (a) a road cut, (b) several gravel pits, and (c) a large excavation.

(a) The road cut in on the south side of U. S. Highway2, about four-

tenths of a mile west of the intersection with State Highway35. The material

is mainly sand.

(b) The gravel pitl3 are in the swt sec. 35, T. 153 N., R. 58 W., in the

~ sec. 3, T. 152 N., H. 58 W., and in the swt sec. 2, T. 152 N., R. 58 W.

Considerable sand and gravel has been removedfrom the pits but the assortment

and bedding, and the structure are not readily determinable because the pits

have not been worked for several years and are nowfilled with water. The

sorted material maycontinue beyond the limits of the pits; at least the slOPeS

around the sides of the pits seemmore or less continuous with the flatter

topography beyond the areas of excavation.

(c) The excavatiorl, made in the summerof 1950 for the Michigan City

sewage-lift station, iEInear the north side of U. S. Highway2, about two-

tenths of a mile east of the intersection with state Highway35. It is about

25 feet deep and more than 30 feet in diameter. The materials seen in the

upper 10 feet consist of a pebble-free silt and clay, and a pebbly silt and

sand. Both types of sediments are light brown and they grade into one another

both laterally and vertically. Bedding is obscure or absent. A few boulders

and large pebbles are present. The next lower 2 feet consists of coarse, poorly

sorted, clayey light-brown sand, which makesa sharp contact with the overlying

material. The rest of the material to the bottom of the excavation is blue-

gray till.
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The uppermost material probably is a thin bed of partly water..worked

till and.ablation moraine. The sand below probably is a thin lens of outwash"

The sand is water bes!ring to the extent of necessitating continuous pumping

to enable work to be done in the bottom of the excavation.

The outwashwas penetrated by USGStests 6, 7, and 9, geologic section

A-A'II, USGStests 27,28,29, 30, 31,32, 37, 39, 40, and 41, section C-C',

and USGStests )+3,4l~,45, section E-EI, figure 4. The principal basis for

designating as outwaBhthe sorted material found in these test holes is the

widespread distribut:lon and apparent continuity of the material. The lack of

continuity in the eal3tern end.of geologic section C-C', at least in the plane

of the section, can be explained when considered in relation to the other

glacial features.

Because most of the test holes were drilled in borrow Idts along the

margins of roads, muchof the uppermost till or ablation moraine had been

removedat the test-hole sites prior to the drilling. Thus in USGStest 27,

28, 30, 31, 32, 43, and 44, only a thin veneer of the material was penetrated

by the drilling (see logs; someof this material is too thin to be represented

in the geologic sections). Thicl~er sections were found in USGStest 29, 37, 39,
40, 41, and.45.

The outwash, in addition to being overlain by till, in places terminates

against till, as seen in the eastern end of geologic section C-CI, and in

USC~tests 7,8, and,9, section A-A'I', figure 4. The material found in the

road cut and gravel pits is similarly enclosed.

The bulk of the outwash material ranges from very fine and very coarse

sand to fine gravel and mediumgravel. It contains much interstitial clay

and silt, which mrkedly decreases its permeability, thus making it a poor

aquifer. The main constituent of the coarser outwash material is detrital
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shale. Amongthe other constituents are limestone, dolomite:, and several

types of igneous and metamorphicrocks.

The outwash as a whole probably was not simply deposited as a unit and

then overridden by later ice. The information yielded by test drilling

indicates that at least in someplaces it was deposited in a fairly complex

manner. The test holes in the eastern part of geologic section C-CI, and

USGStest 6 to 9, section A-AlII (fig. 4), were drilled at or close to the

arbitrary edge of the northern and moraine. The ice that deposited the moraine

retreated slowly and in oscillatory fashion. This suggests that someof the

outwash at the edge of the moraine was deposited amongpreviously existing

morainal ridges. Other portions of the outwashmayhave been partly or com-

pletely removedby a readvance of the ice whoseprior melting had deposited it.

The outwash that survived was then covered with a final veneer of till or

ablation moraine. ~he material in somegravel pits maybe saucer-shaped de-

posits of outwash ly'ing in basins in the till. That exposed in others may

extend downwardand be continuous with a larger body of outwash that has

considerable lateral. extent. Thus, the material in the gravel pit near USGS

test 41 is probably continuous with the outwash material in both USGStest 40

and 41-

The pitted surface of the buried outwash in someplaces probably is the

result of its deposi.tion on an uneven till or bedrock surface. In other places

it mayalso be the result of the overriding of pitted outwash in which the

buried ice masses WE:renot completely melted before the readvance of the ice,

as suggested by Thw~dtes(1926, p. 314).

Analternative, but less likely, interpretation of the outwash has been

considered by the authors and will be only mentioned here. Except, perhaps,

for places like the eastern end of the geOlogic section C-C', where fairly



thick till overlies the outwash, the material called ablatj.on moraine may

actually be outwash. If the last outwashwas laid downby feebly movingwater,

the material mayhave been fairly fine-grained and contained muchsilt and clay.

If this material were reworked by frost action, plants, and.animals, it might

simulate ablation moraine or partly waterworkedtill. This hypothesis would

place the "overridden" area in the category of a pitted outwash plain. However,

this hypothesis is considered unlikely because of, amongother reasons, the

widespread occurrence of boulders over the supposed outwash, the lack of

steep-sided kettles), and the absence of any remnant of a smoothupland surface.

Criteria suggested 1)yThwaites (1948, p. 49) for discrimination of pitted over-

ridden and pitted Ullstratified outwash are not all applicable here because of

the possibly fine-~'ained character of the original outwash.

Spillway Deposits

The principal flpi11waysare in the southeastern part o:f the Michigan City

area. The northern spillway is referred to in this report as the Lindsey Lake

spillway and the southern one as the GooseCreek spillway. At the present time

they drain southeast into GooseCreek which flows into the GooseRiver, a

tributary of the Red River of the North.

Wherethey begi.n, the spillways are wide and have gently sloping sides.

Theynarrow to the s:outheast. They contain numerous subbasins which become

apparent only whenthe spring TUlloffhas passed. The spillways also contain

two ice-contact deposits, in the NWksec. 28, T. 152 N., R. 58 W., and in the

r~ sec. 14, T. 151 N., R. 58 W., respectively.

The lateral limits of the spillways extend beyond those shownon the tr.ap

(fig. 3), on which only the limits of the more conspicuous poorly drained or

swampyplaces are indicated. A topographic mapwith a 20 foot contour interval

covering the southerll half of the Michigan City area is available, but probably
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a map with a 5-foot contour interval would be necessary to draw accurate limits.
Because the spllhrays are swampy and. low-lying no surface exposures of the

material underlying them were available for examination.
Two geologic sections were drilled across the spillways. The first is that

part of section A-AI II (fig. 4) in which USGS tests 10 to 13 and 15 to 17 are
located. The second, B-B"', is roughly parallel to the first and crosses
the narrower, lower reaches of the spillways. In this section only USGS test
52 and 54 were actually in the spillways.

The uppermost n~terial penetrated in drilling across the spillways was a
pebbly, sandy clay s.nd silt. Although this material as it appeared in the
drill cuttings has a slight resemblance to till, gj it is believed actually
to represent thin, s.lternating layers of sand, gravel, and silt and clay that
were mixed up by the rotary drilling. This kind of material lines the spill-
waJrs in several other areas that have been test drilled.

The greatest thicknesses of this material were penetrated in geologic
section A-AI" by USGS test 15,16, and 17, in the Goose Creek spillway, where
they are as much as 8 feet. Underlying the upper material, the coarser sorted
material such as sand and gravel are thickest in the Lindsey Lake spillway,
where in USGS tests 10 and 13, they are about 24 feet thick. These coarser
deposits, like those in the overridden outwash, were found to be rather clayey.

The uppermost pebbly and sandy Clay and silt found in the drill cuttings
probably have been deposited since late Pleistocene time as more or less
seasonal deposits. The sand and gravel in these deposits probably were, and
are, laid down in the spring when the water in the spillways has the greatest

2-! Surface exposures of this material have also been seen by the authors
in other areas in North Dakota. It is thought that an alternative hypothesis,
the opposite of that proposed for overridden outwash, cannot be considered for
the deposition of this material. There is no reason to believe that ice re-
advanced over the spillways.
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carrying power; the clay and silt, in the summerand fall under lacustrine

conditions, whenthe spillways break up into subbasins.

The thicker sections of the upper clayey and silty material in the Goose

Creek spillway indicate greater very late Pleistocene and post-Pleistocene

deposition in this spi.llway than in the Lindsey Lake spillway. Onthe other

hand, the thicker sections of coarse material in the Lindsey Lake spillway

probably indicate greater Pleistocene sedimentation. This maybe explained by

the areal location of the spillways. The GooseCreek spillway was not as close

to the active ice fror~ in the northeastern part of the area as was the Lindsey

Lake spillway, which Ilrobably intercepted the larger portion of melt water.

Thepresence and orientation of the two spillways mayindicate two minor

halts in the retreat of the ice front. At least a small part of the strati-

graphically lower portions of the spillway deposits actually maybe glacial

outwash. Later the s:pillways probably functioned solely to drain water and sedi-

ments from the outwash farther north which was not yet overridden. The overridden

outwash in USGStest 9 (see geologic section A-A', " fig. 4) is continuous with

the spillway deposits in USGStest 10.

Kettle Chains

The features classified as kettle chains are groups of elongate depressions

whose long axes are more or less alined. The three major kettle chains in the

Michigan City area, shownon figure 3, are (1) the Lake Laretta chain, (2) the

Bitter Lake chain, and (3) an unnamedchain northwest of Michigan City.

(1) The Lake LarE:!ttachain consists of several depressions, most of them

steep-sided, which arl~ alined more or less no:rth-south, and which extend from

sec. 1 to sec. 26 T. 153 N., R. 59 W. All the depressions contain lakes, the

largest of which is D~keLeretta.

(2) The Bitter lake chain is essentially one large basin which extends
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north-south from sec. 10, T. 152 N., R. 59 w., to sec. 3, T. 151 N., R. 59 W.

At the northern and southern terminatiomof the basin, and in a line with its

major axis, are a number of separate depressions, which extend into sec. 3, T.

152 N., R. 59 W., on tt.~ north and into sec. 10, T. 151 N., R. 59 W., on the

south. The basin itself contains a number of subbasins, in the largest of

which is Bitter Lake. The southern end of the depression is partly bisected by

what maybe an esker. (See p. 23. )

The walls of both these kettle chains seem to be composedalmost entirely

of till. Aside from ic:e-contact features, no large deposits of sorted material

were found in or near the chains.

(3) The unnamedcrJain is roughly N-shaped and lies northwest of Michigan

City. The west arm of the "N" runs south-southwest, from sec. 18, T. 153 N.,

R. 58 w., to sec. 36, ~~.153 N., R. 59 W. The crossbar of the "N" extends

southeastward from sec. 19 to sec. 32, T. 153 N., R. 58 W. The east arm of the

"N" starts in sec. 20 Slndextends in a south-southwest direction to sec. 29, T.

153 N., R. 58 W. This group of depressions consists mostly of a branching

elongate trough with subbasins containing water or swamps. The southern part

of the west leg, hrn.;ever, is a kettle chain.

Twoeskers parallel parts of this chain. The first is near the southern

end of the western arm., The second, the longer one, parallels a part of the

crossbar.

The Lake Iaretta l:LlldBitter Lake chains maybe the surface expressions of

"lows" in the bedrock. Data from test holes and wells are available only for

the Bitter Lake group. A section, E-E' (fig. 4), was drilled across its narrow,

shallow northern termiIlB.tion, the deepest part of which, as found by USGStest

45 in sec. 10, is about two-thirds of a mile west of the axis of the depression.

Bedrock was not reachecLby this test hole, which is 92 feet deep. However, a
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deeper portion of the section maylie farther east, between USGStest 45 and 46.

ihis "low" is probabl;y-an elongate depression or valley, but it is not knownif

the section is exactl;y transverse to it. Awell in sec. 15, about half a mile

southeast of USGStest 45 (fig. 5), was reported to be 108 feet deep and to end

in drift. The data from the other wells and test holes south of section E-EI

all indicate shallow depths to shale. The evidence of a relationship between a

bedrock "low" and the Bitter Lake chain is fairly definite in the vicinity of

section E-EI , but where the "low" trends from that point is not clear.

This "low" mayextend to the area underlying the Lake Iaretta chain. USGS

test 27 and 29, geologic section C-C', either of which might have established or

refuted such a connection, did not penetrate to the bedrock. No deep wells in

the drift are reported in the vicinity of the Lake Laretta chain.

Probably the pre,sent form of the basins in the Lake Laretta and Bitter Lake

chains is of kettle origin. Such origin is suggested by their size, depth, and

steep sides. The stelep sides maybe largely the result of wave action in the

bigger basins, but that is unlikely in the smaller ones. In the lake Laretta

chain, the lack of sorted material and the presumably thin drift cover suggests

that the parent ice 'blocks were the remnants of thicker ice that movedthrough

previously existing hollows in the drift.

For the Bitter Lake chain a similar hypothesis maybe considered, with the

added condition that originally the drift hollow was the distorted surface repre-

senatation of a bedrock "low". The possible esker at the southern end of the

chain maybe interpreted as evidence of somesubglacial drainage associated with

the chain before the ice blocks melted sufficiently to break up a continuous

channel floor.

The two chains, considered together with the previously mentioned unalined

group of deep kettle:s in the southern moraine (p. 3..,5-19) probab1y represent a
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partly obliterated drainage system. The system developed in its entirety in an

earlier drift, the southern portion having consisted of partly drift filled

bedrock "lows." The southern portions of the drainage mayhave flowed partly on

the bedrock after the earlier drift was considerably eroded, rather than on the

drift itself. This north-south portion of the system mayhave been tributary to

the portion represented by the east-west group of deep kettles in the moraine

(p. 16). The east-wElst segment mayhave then passed through the "low" found by

USGStest 53, in sec. 33, T. 152 N., R. 58 w.
The N-shaped, unnamedkettle chain northwest of Michigan City apparently

had an origin differEmt from that of the other two. It seems to be almost en-

tirely related to a late phase in the history of the last Mankato ice. The

continuous, more or less unbroken, floor of portions of the chain and the presence

of the eskers may indicate drainage that "18S sub- or englacial and that later was

open to the sky. The tunnel in which the long southeast-striking esker was de-

posited mayhave enlarged, opened to the sky, and continued somewhatas a surface

drainage channel. The interrupted alinement of the east arm of the "N" in the

moraine maybe interpreted as the result of surface drainage, perhaps betWeen

stagnant ice blocks, that was disrupted by a readvance of the ice. The lower

portion of the western arm of the "Nil mayhave been the site of an ice tunnel in

which no longer esker or other large ice-contact feature was deposited. The

collapse of the roof with its entrained debris and possible melting of a floor

composedpartly of ice mayaccount for the present appearance of the feature.

The path of disposal of the melt water presumably collected by the unnamed

group of depressions is not clear. The obvious destination must bave been the

Lindsey Lake spillway, but any surfaCe connection is very obscure. The melt

water mayhave spread out over a fairly wide area, say a mile or two, before

being funneled into the spillway. This melt water mayhave deposited someof the
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outwash found in the test drilling south of this group.

Someof the melt water collected by the unnamedchain mayhave been dis-

posed of by way of the Bitter Lake chain, which has some of the characteristics

of the unnamedgroup. Amongthese characteristics are the small, shallow de-

pressions at the north and. south ends and.a possible alined Elsker. However, the

"chopped-up" nature of the floor would mean, if anything, that any drainage

through the chain passed over an ice floor, which mayhave been partly subglacial

and partly englacial or open to the sky. This hypothesis, of course, does not

explain the kettle origin of the Bitter Lake chain, but merely some of its sub-

sidiary features.

Summaryof Glacial History

It is not knownhOVT manyglaciations prior to the Mankatoar.e represented

by the drift mantle in the Michigan City area. The ice that deposited the sur-

face drift is believEld to be of lI..ankatoage. At least prior to the last ice,

there mayhave been a drainage system in the Michigan City area which was cut

partly in drift and partly in the then-exposed shale bedrock. The present rem-

nants of this system maybe the Lake Laretta and Bitter Lake kettle chains, a

group of kettles in the southern moraine, and several bedrock "lows" indicated

by test drilling and by well data.

The ice that retreated and.downwastedin the Michigan City area had only

one major and fairly prolonged halting place, which was at the site of the

southern moraine. The ice that built the moraine apparentl~l overrode outwash

previously deposited in front of it. After the deposition of the moraine, the

ice front in the eastern part of the area retreated halting;ty to the northeast

and out of the area. The rate of retreat of' the ice f'ront ,res considerably

slower in the northeastern part of the area, and numerousnorthwest-trending

ridges were deposite:d, which makeup the northern moraine.
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The abundance of melt water during the deposition of the northern moraine

apparently gave rise to numerous small ice-contact features in the moraine area.

Outwashdeposited just south of the moraine was in most placE~soverriden by re-

advances of the ice front.

The ice in the 'W·esternpart of the area apparently retreated at a faster

rate, and resurged less vigorously, than that in the eastern part. This seems

to be evidenced by the paucity of groups of morainal ridges with distinct orien-

tations.

During this period of retreat and downwasting, the area was drained to the

southeast by the two large spillways and possibly by the N-sbaped chain northwest

of Michigan City. It is likely that somemelt water drained to the south and

southwest into the Devils Lake-StumpLake basin, partly through the unnamedN-

shaped kettle chain and partly through the Bitter Lake kettle chain. The

presence of these t"tfOkettle chains and their attendant ice-contact features

suggest that some sub- and englacial drainage mayhave developed during and

after the final retreat of the ice from the area.

In recent time, the spillways have drained into tributaries of the Red River

of the North. Numerouslakes and swampsoccupying basins of' glacial origin dot

the surface of the area. A thin soil, generally less than a foot thick, has

developed over most of the area.

HYDROLOGY

SomePrinciples of the Occurrence of GroundWater

and HYdrologic Concepts

Geologically speaking, a1l.the solid materials in the earth's crust are

called rocks whether they are hard like granite or slate, soft like shale or

clay, consolidated like sandstone, or unconsolidated like loose sand and gravel.



The rocks that form the earth's crust in the Michigan City area maybe divided

into two kinds: the sedimentary rocks that overlie the basement complexand. the

basement complex itself, which is of igneous and metamorphicorigin.

The sedimentary rocks of the area, especially the glacial drift, the shales,

and the Dakota formation were formed by the accumulation of small fragments of

rock materials by mechanical meanswith, perhaps, a minor amount of chemical

action to cause partial cementation or consolidation of someof the materials.

Because of the shapes and sizes of the individual rock particles, a considerable

amountof open space occurs in the rocks. The rocks are therefore said to be

"porous". The quantitative measure of the open space- its percentage of the

whole volume of the rock - is called the "porosity."

Belowthe water table in the area, under natural conditions, the open or

pore spaces in the sE!dimentaryrocks are filled with water. The porosity of a

rock material is therefore a measure of its capacity to store water when saturated.

However,the capacitJr of a rock to yield water to wells by gravity drainage may

be muchless than would be indicated by its porosity, because part or all of the

water maybe held in the pore spaces by molecular attraction of the water to the

rock material. If the pore spaces are large, as in coarse gravel, practically

all the water stored in them can be removedby gravity drainage. If the in-

dividual particles composingthe rock are small, as in clay or shale, practically

none of the stored water can be removedby gravity drainage, although the porosity

of the rock maybe considerable. The volume of water, expreissed as a percentage,

that will drain by gravity from a unit volume of the saturated rock material is

called its "specific yield"; the volumethat remains behind is the "specific re-

tention."

Another characteristic of a rock material that is important, insofar as

water supply is concerned, is the difficulty or ease with which water can move
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through the material. If the pore spaces are relatively large, as in coarse

gravel, the resistance to the movementof' water through the material is not

great and the rock is said to be permeable. However, if the pore spaces are

small, as in clay or shale, the resistance to the movementof' 'W'atermaybecome

very great and the rock is said to be impermeableor to have low "permeability."

Permeability is express1edquantitatively for field use, as the number of gallone

per day that will flow 'through a cross-sectional area of 1square foot under unit

or lOO-percent hYdraulic gradient, at the local temperature of the ground water.

Arr;r rock formation that will yield water to wells in suffj.cient quantity to

be of importance as a source of water supply is called an "aquifer" (Meinzer,

1923, p. 52). As would be indicated by the above discussion, the rocks that are

composedmostly of sand.and gravel would constitute the most productive aquifers,

whereas those composedmostly of clay or shale might not yield enoughwater to be

called aquifers. However, in the Michigan City area, there are aquifers in the

upper part of the Pien'e shale that are more important than the local sand and

gravel aquifers in the glacial drift, not because of greater permeability but

because the aquifers ill the shale occur over a wider area and therefore are more

generally available.

If the water in all aquifer is not confined by an impermeable stratum above,

the water is said to oecur under 'vater-table conditions. In such case, water

maybe obtained from storage in the aquifer by causing a lowering of the water

level, as in the vicin:Lty of a pumpedwell, which results in gravity draiJ:lage

of the surroUDdingrock material.

If the water is confined in the aquifer by an overlying impermeable stratum,

however, so that the water in a well rises above the top of the aquifer under

hYdraulic pressure, the water is said to occur under artesian conditions. It is

not necessary that the well flow for it to be classed as artesian under this
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definition. Water is y:lelded, at least temporarily, because of its ownexpansion

and because of the compression of the aquifer due to lowered pressure, rather

than by gravity drainage. Thewater-yielding capacity is called the "coefficient

of storage." The coeff:lcient of storage is defined as the volume of water that

will be released from storage in each vertical column of the aquifer having a

base of 1 square foot whenthe artesian pressure falls 1 foot. The amount of

water released from storage in an aquifer with a given lowering of water level

will be muchless - of the order of a hundredth or a thousandth - for artesian

conditions than for gra"ity drainage under water-table conditions, other factors

such as permeability, thickness, and areal extent being equal. The term "co-

efficient of storage" maybe applied to water-table as well as artesian conditions,

in which case it is essentially equal to the specific yield.

In the Michigan City area, both artesian and water-table aquifers occur in

the sedimentary rocks, lJut the artesian aquifers, especially those in the Pierre

shale, are of muchgreater importance because of their larger a.real extent and

consequent accessibilit:r to a greater numberof users.

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the suitability of an

aquifer to furnish a water supply for any given purpose will depend upon the

permeability of the mat'erials composingthe aquifer and.upon its volume and

capacity to store water. In addition, there must be adequate recharge to the

aquifer if the water-su;pply development is to last indefini te~r; for it is

apparent that even a SID9.1ldraft will eventually deplete the water in storage

unless there is adequate recharge. There have been instances '\Irhereaquifers

composedof materials having rather good permeability, but having only small areal

extent and being completely enclosed in relatively impermeablematerial, have been

pumpednearly dry in a comparatively shcrt time, to the detrimEmt and.disappoint-

ment of those concerned. The rather high initial yield of the wells gave the

erroneous impression that a great volume of water would be available from the
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aquifer indefinitely.

Recharge to the various aquifers in the Michigan City area is discussed in

the sections dealing with the several formations.

In somerocks, fractures and solution openings form the permeable passage-

ways through which water movesfrom the formation to a well or natural outlet

such as a spring. It is: possible that the permeability of someof the aquifers

in the Pierre shale is a.ue to fractures. If there are limestones of Paleozoic

age below the Dakota formation in the area" someof them mayyield water through

solution openings. EveILthe upper part of the pre-Cambrian complexmayyield

small amounts of water through fractures.

Aquifers in the Glacial Dr~

Aquifers in the glacial drift furnish water to only about a quarter of the

wells in the Michigan C5.tyarea (figs. 5 and 6). The aquifers include: (1) the

deposits of sand and gravel in or associated with the till that are not readily

assigned to one of the following categories" (2) the sorted deposits of the over-

riden outwash" (3) the (ieposits in the glacial spillways" and (4) the deposits in

the ice-contact feature:3.

Aquifers in. the End-Moraineand Ground-MoraineAreas

The till with its associated deposits of sand and gravel is the most wide-

spread glacial material in the Michigan City area. The till itself is a hetero-

geneous mixture of materials ranging in size from clay to boulders and lacking

stratification in any degree. Because of its high clay and silt content, the till

is not an aquifer. However,the deposits of sand and gravel included in or other-

wise associated with the till constitute aquifers of varying importance, depending

upon their thickness, areal extent, permeability" and accessibility to recharge.

It is believed that the sand and gravel and other sorted deposits associated with
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the till were originally channel fillings, outwnsh, glacial-lake deposits, or

ice-contact deposits that were modified or partly destroyed by glacial action

after deposition. Someof the deposits mayhave been movedshort distances and

redeposited as a V'erygravellY till. In someplaces the sorted materials of large

ice-contact depostts, outwashdeposits, and channel fillings have been buried

by till and at least partly protected against subsequent action of the glacial

ice, and these ma:rform important aquifers. The overridden outwash in the cen-

tral part of the If..ichiganCity area is an exampleof that type of material that

has been only partly disturbed by glacial action since deposition.

Aquifers in or associated with the till in the end-moraine and ground-

moraine areas SUIJPlywater to about 70 percent of the wells that tap drift aqui-

fers in the Michi.ganCi.ty area. Of the wells in aquifers related to the till,

most are in the end-moraine areas. It is thought that the aquifers generally are

small bodies of flandand gravel that maybe more or less isolated from each other

by the surrounding till. Inasmuchas the till is not entirely impermeable, how-

ever, and as the:3e small bodies of sorted material rre.ybe numerousand partly in-

terconnected in isomea~eas, the entire till sheet mayfunction as a poor aquifer.

In the southern end-moraine areas wells ranging in depth from 14 to 90 feet

tap aquifers in the glacial drift. With one exception (well 152-59-l5bddl), the

deepest wells that tap drift aquifers in the Michigan City area are found in the

southern moraine.

The general presence of at least thin deposits of sorted material in the

southern moraine area is shownby the logs of USGS tests 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and

50 (see sec. A-A" I, figs. 4 and 5). Furthermore, there is a suggestion that

one and perhaps two of the sections of sorted materials mayrepresent aquifers of

somelateral cO:Cltinuity. Thus the 11 feet of sand in USGS test 21, between eleva-

tions of 1,460 and 1,480 feet above sea level, maybe continuous with the lower
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sorted. materials found in USGStest 18, 19, and 20, which occur at similar eleva-

tions. Lesser thicknesses of an upper sorted material were penetrated. in USGS

tests 18 and 19 at an elevation of about 1,500 feet. At about the same elevation"

9 feet of sorted material was found in USGStest 21" and about 11 feet" the lower

sorted. material, in USGS test 22. Although continuity of these aquifers is not

proved by the re:latively small numberof test holes drilled" the rather general

presence of sort.ed materials in this part of the southern moraine is demonstrated.

It seems likely that wells having moderate capacities (say 25 to 40 gpm)could be

obtained in the vicinity of USGStest 21 and 22.

Several shallow drift wells near the southern end of geologic section A-A'I ,

probably tap OnE!or the other of the two aquifers found at the test holes. Some

of these were reported to be inadequate in the drought years of the 1930's. This

suggests that a perennial supply for municipal or industrial purposes cannot be

obtained from these aquifers. Additional test drilling in this moraine area west

of geologic section A-A'I' maydisclose thicker sections of sorted material and

possibly someconnections between the two aquifers and the aquifer penetrated in

the deeper drift wells in secs. 2 and 9" T. 151 N., R.59 w.
The deeper wells referred to above maytap drift aquifers in subdrift

channels, the sides of which maybe almost vertical. Oneinstance of the occur-

rence of a relatively great difference in the thickness of the drift in a rela-

tively short distance is near USGStest 18 (152-58-3ladd). At the test hole" only

44 feet of drift was found above the shale bedrock, but a well just across the

road, perhaps 150 feet away, taps a drift aquifer at a depth of 90 feet (fig. 5).

There is no noticeable difference in the surf'ace topography that might give a clue

as to the presence of the thicker drift.

A similar occurrence was observed by the authors near Lakota, about 10 miles

west of Michigan City. A Geological Survey test hole had been drilled through



33 feet of till and 52 feet of sand and gravel. The Pierre shale bedrock was

reached at 85 fE!et. Later, while attempting to develop the aquifer in the

sand and gravel for municipal use, the city of Lakota drilled a test hole

about 75 feet southwest of the first one. There the shale bedrock was reached

at 38 feet, and only 3 feet of sand and gravel was above the shale. Another

was drilled approximately 140 feet north of the Geological Survey test hole.

It penetrated between 30 and 35 feet of till and then 55 feet of sand and

gravel. A screen was installed between 61 and 85 feet. In that area, also,

there was no iruiication in the surface topography of the presence of the thicker

drift deposits.

In the northeast moraine, in the Michigan City area, no deep drift wells

are reported. All the deeper wells are believed to end in shale. It would

appear that drift aquifers capable of supporting even farm wells are not gen-

erally present there. The lack of thick and continuous aquifers is consistent

with the very small size of the ice-contact features in the area. It appears

that the ice front never paused in one place long enough to permit the develop-

ment of thick or continuous aquifers there. The results of the test drilling

(see northern 'Part of geologic section A-AI ,fig. 4) at least partly confirm this

conclusion.

In the ground-moraine area most of the wells are dug or bored and are less

than 50 feet deep. Theyyield only small supplies of water for farm use. A

few drilled wells more than 50 feet deep tap drift aquifers in the ground-moraine

area. In fact, well l52-59-15bddl, 108 feet deep, is the deepest well in the

Michigan City €~reathat taps a drift aquifer. The well taps an aquifer described

as clay and gravel and is reported to have furnished an inadequate supply of

water for farm needs during the drought years. The thick drift at this well

probably is aSBociated with a "low" that mayhave somesurface expression in the

Bitter Lake kettle chain (see sec. E-EI, fig. 4).
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A~uifers in the Overridden OUtwash

The overridden oU~washconsists essentially of sand or sand-and-gravel de-

posits, generally with considerable interstitial clay and silt that makefor low

permeability of the material. The deposits probablY are not more than 50 feet

thick anywhere fn the area and are muchthinner in most places where found in the

Geological SurVE~test holes.

The contact between the overridden outwash and the surrounding ground moraine

could not be maIlpedfrom surface indications. The outwash deposits were found in

USGStest holes 6,1,8,9,21,28,29,30,31,32,35,36,31,40,41,43,44, and 45 (fig.4).

About 30 percent of the wells tapping drift a~uifers apparentlY obtain water

from the overriCldenoutwash deposits. Insofar as could be ascertained, all these

wells are dug or bored. Noneof the wells knownto tap the outwash deposits are

drilled. Thewells yield onlY small supplies of water for farm and domestic use.

In geologie section C-C' (fig. 4), the thickest and apparentlY most continuous

outwash depositl3 were found in USGStests 21, 28, 29, and 30. In these test holes

the constituent material of the deposits varied from sand to sand and gravel to

gravel with coni3iderable amounts of Clay and silt. The thickest sections of gravel

were found in Ul3GStests 28 and 30.

Onthe basis of the material found in USGStest 30, the Michigan City council

contracted with otto Annunson, the local well driller, to put downa test hole

(MCT3,fig. 5) about 100 feet north of the Geological Survey test .• The material

encountered in that test hole, drilled with a cable-tool machine, did not appear

to be as clean as the material from the Survey test hole obtained with a hydraulic-

rotary drilling machine. It was not necessary to case the hole to prevent caving

and the open hole was easilY bailed dry.

OnSeptember 4, 1941, a short pumpingtest was attempted on well 152-59-la1,

a 36-inch-diameter bored well that presumably obtains water from the overridden
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outwash. Thewell was equipped with a pumpjack aDdcylinder pump. '!he pump

jack was poweredby a small gasoline engine.

Thewell was pumpedfor 7 hours and 15 minutes but a constant pumpingrate

could not be maintained. The measuredpumpingrate varied from 3t to 5! gpm.

The resulting data, therefore, were not particularly good for computing the co-

efficients of transmissibility 'J./ and storage. These were estimated by using the

drawdowndata obtained during the pumping. Nomeasurementswere madeof the re-

covery of the water level after pumping.

The coefficient of transmissibility was estimated to be between 800 aDd 1, 000

gpd per foot and the coefficient of storage was estimated to be between 0.1 aDd

0.2. It is not knownhowclosely these figures represent the conditions in the

outwashat the well itself or in general; but, at the well site, the coefficients

probably are nc~ lower than the smaller figures given - that is, 800 gpd per foot

aDd 0.1, respectively. '!he results obtained from the city test hole near USGS

test 30 would indicate that the transmissibility of the outwash deposits there is

considerably le~ss than 800 gpd per foot.

It is estimated that, under water-table coDditions, an aquifer of large areal

extent, having a saturated thickness of 30 feet, a coefficient of transmissibility

of 800 gpd per foot and a coefficient of storage of 0.1, would be capable of

JL The "coefficient of transmissibility" is generally more convenient to use
in ground-water studies than the "coefficient of permeability" (P. 38 -39) to
express quantitatively the ease or difficulty with which water can move
through an aquj.fer. The coefficient of transmissibility is the average field
coefficient of permeability multiplied by the thickness of the aquifer in feet.

'!he coefficient of transmissibility, as used here, maybe defined as the
numberof gallons of water that will pass in 1 day through a vertical strip of
the aquifer 1 :foot wieleunder a unit hydraulic gradient (1 foot per foot) and
with the water at field temperature. It mayalso be thought of as the number
of gallons of Viraterthatwill pass in 1 day through a vertical strip of the
aquifer 1 mile wide under a hydraulic gradient of 1 foot per mile aDdwith the
water at field temperature.
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yielding about 8,500 gpd to a l-foot-diameter well for a period of 1 year with-

out benefit of recharge to the aquifer. This would amount to about 6 gpmwith

continuous pun\ping. With the possibility of a natural lowering of water levels

in the outwash deposits during drought cycles, even this small yield could not

be depended on.

The outwa.shdeposits found in USGStests 6, 7, 8, and.9 in section A-A I II

have characteristics similar to those found in section C-CI• The thickest sec-

tions of the outwash deposits were found in USGStests 43, 44, and 45 in section

E-EI. It is not knownwhether the deposits in section E-EI have greater permea-

bility than those found. in section C-CI. However, the deposits are quite simi-

lar in character an.d it maybe assumedthat not muchgreater Yields from wells

could be expeeted.

Aquifers in the Glacial Spillways

Noneof the wells in the Michigan City area are knownto derive water from

the deposits 1n the Lindsey Lake and Goose Creek spillways, although a fe"'-Tof

the shallow wl:lls along the boundaries of the spillways mayobtain water from

deposits assol~iated with them. The material found in the Geological Survey

test holes drilled in the spillways ranges from a pebbly clay to fairly clean

gravel.

The sand and gravel deposits found in the test holes drilled in and ad-

jacent to the spillways ranged in thickness from 3 to 24 feet. Apiece of· 4 -

inch standard pipe, the lower end of which was slotted 'Witha torch, was in-

stalled in USGStest 10 and.an attempt was madeto pumpwater from the test hole.

However, it .•.muld yield only about ~ to 1 gpmand no further tests were made on

it. A slotted 4-inch pipe was installed in USGStest 12 also, and a short pump-

ing test was madeon that hole. The hole was pumpedfor a period of about 3~

hours. The :pumpingrate varied from 3.5 to 4.1 gpm, the average being about
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3.7 gpm.
As in the pumpingtest on well 152...59-lal in the overridden outwash, the

data obtained "rere not particularly good for calculating the coefficients of

transmissibilUy and storage because of the varying pumpingrate and because no

other observat:lon wells were used. Although the test hole yielded water at a

very slow rate, the coefficient of transmissibility was estimated to be on the

order of 6,000 gpd per foot, which is a fairly high figure comparedto the re-

sults obtained from other aquifers in the area.

It is estimated that, under water-table conditions, an aquifer of large areal

extent"having a saturated thickness of 16 feet, a coefficient of transmissibility

of 6,000 gpd per foot, and a storage coefficient of 0.2, would be capable of

yielding about 30,000 gpd to a l-foot-diameter well for a period of 1 year

without benefit of recharge to the aquifer. '!his would amountto abeut 20 gpm

with continuous pumping. As was stated in regard to the outwash deposits, a

yield of this amountcould not be depended on if there were considerable lower...

ing of water levels due to natural ground-water discharge during the drier years.

The casitlg was left in USGS test 12 so that water-level measurementscould

be madethere. Weeklywater-level measurementswere obtained for a period of

about 3 years J before the casing was destroyed by a road grader. The data will

be discussed j.n the section dealing with recharge to the aquifers in the glacial

drift.

Aquifers in the Ice-Contact Deposits

Nowells in the Michigan City area are knownto obtain water from aquifers

in the ice-colltact deposits. Well l51-58...6dadl maytap an aquifer in the south-

west extensioll of the kamethat straddles the section line between sees. 5 and

6, T. 151 N., R. 58 W. The well is reported to be 26 feet deep and to tap a

uclay and saniu aquifer, which yields inadequate amounts of water for general
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farm use.

Sameof the larger ice-contact deposits in the Michigan City area wou1.d.

yield water supplies of su:f'ficient magnitude for general farm and household

use. Often, the bulk of the deposits are above the general water table, only

a relatively thin saturated. zone being present in their lower part. With nat-

ural lowering of the water-table during drought cycles, the deposits maydry

up completely. It is believed that none of the ice-contact deposits found in

the Michigan City area would furnish water in sufficient quantity for municipal

use, although, if it becamenecessary, the water available in someof the de-

posits might be used as a supplemental supply.

Of the ice-contact deposits in the Michigan City area, only two appear to

offer any possibility of producing sufficient water for supplemental municipal

use or light 1.nd.ustrial use. These are (a) the possible esker at the south end

of the Bitter Lake depression and (b) the esker just northwest of Michigan City.

USGStest 49 ~rasdrilled in the deposits at the south end of the Bitter Lake de-

pression. It passed through 33 feet of sand.and. sand and gravel between 24 and

57 feet, which probably is water bearing. USGStest 23, 24, and 25 (sec. D-Dl,

fig. 4) were (trilled along the section line north of Michigan City. The bulk

of the material found in USGStests 23 and 25 was poorly sorted, clayey sand and

gravel. Only till was found in USGStest 24.

If needs arise for water supplies larger than required for domestic and

stock use, tbese and.other ice-contact deposits in the area warrant study in

greater detaiL In other areas in the State, someof the larger ice-contact

deposits have furnished considerab~e amounts of water for municipal purposes but,

in genera~, they have been unable to supply the full municipal demands.
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Possible Interconnection of Aquifers in the Glacial Drift

Although the aquifers occurring in the principal types of glacial deposits

have been discussed separately, there doubtless is a considerable degree of in-

terconnectionJ hydrologically J between the various aquifers. fue ice-contact

deposits, for instance, quite likely intersect, overlie, or otherwise contact

saDdaDdgravel deposits in the till sheet that are of different origin. ~ese

contacts permtt the relatively free movementof water from one body of sand.and.

gravel to ano1;her, so that both function essentially as a single aquifer. Even

where two bodtes of sand aDdgravel are not actually in contact, there maybe

significant movementof water between them, especially where the intervening

till is thin or somewhatmorepermeable than is general.

Likewise;, the deposits in the glacial spillways maybe in physical contact

with aquifers in the till and with aquifers in the overridden outwash deposits.

The overriddell outwashdeposits, too, doubtless are in physical contact with

manyof the smaller aquifers in the till, especially any around the edges of

the outwash ox' immediately underlying it. In manyinstances, therefore, a well

ostensibly in one of the smaller aquifers in the till mayactually drawwater

from storage in the outwash, or vice versa.

Also, a :rather permeable stringer of gravel or sand and gravel of relatively

small cross s,sction but with considerable linear extent would.act somewhatas a

natural infiltration gallery to collect the seepage from the less permeable

surrounding material. Interconnection with other bodies of permeable material

would, of course, widen its area of influence.

Awell tapping such an aquifer might yield a great deal morewater than

could be guessed from the results of test drilling. Therefore, from the point

of view of developing water supplies for municipal or light industrial purposes,

any relatively thick section of permeable material probably would be worth test-
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ing by constructing a well and.pumping, even though the material was not found

in nearby test holes. The pumpingtests should be long enough to reveal, by

analysis of the results, the presence of impermeableboundaries and sources of

recharge indicating interconnection with other aquifers.

The sand and gravel bodies in the deeper parts of the till would have little

chance of being in direct contact with the shallow aquifers in the ice-contact

features, glacial spillways, outwash, or even the shallower aquifers in the till.

However,even in the deeper drift, the larger bodies of sand.and gravel are

likely to be i.ntercoIl1lectedwith other sam am gravel bodies so as to widen

materially thE!area from which they can receive significant amounts of water.

Even though someof the aquifers mayyield a great deal more water than

could be guesned from the results of the test drilling, because they are inter-

connected with other permeable materials, the interconnection cannot be assumed

without adequate testing in the field. Someof the aquifers, especially in the

deeper drift, doubtless are completely surrouIlded by thick deposits of relatively

impermeabletill, as explained on page 40. Such aquifers would receive seepage

from the surrounding areas very slowly. Initial yields might be fairly large,

but with continued use the water level would decline rapidly am the production

rate would diminish to insignificant amountswithin a relatively short time.

Such aquifers would be excellent for small demandssuch as ordinary farm

and domestic use. In most such cases, the average rate of use probably would

not exceed the rate of seepage into the aquifer from the surrounding till.

The sand.and gravel would furnish ideal conditions for the construction of a

well, and intermittent yields would be large enough to supply temporary demands

for watering stock, washing clothes, filling sprayer taDks, watering lawns and

gardens, and.other farm and household uses.
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Recharge, Storage, and Natural Disposal of Water
in the Glacial-Drift Aquifers

Recharge to the various aquifers in the glacial drift occurs principally by

downwardpercolation of water from melting snowand rain, although certain aquifers

mayreceive a larger part of their recharge by lateral percolation of water throueh

the ground froll1adjacent areas.

The shallow sand and gravel deposits in the glacial spillways probably are

the aquifers iIl the area that are best situated to receive recharge by the direct

penetration of water from rain and melted snow. In years of heavy snowfall, a

considerable amount of water 'Will run off the areas adjacent to the spillways

when the accumulated winter snowsmelt in the spring. This runoff water maypro-

duce sizable surface flows in the spillways at that time of the year, and the

spillway deposits doubtless absorb about as muchwater as they are capable of

hOlding.

During the period of snowmelt in the spring, evaporation and transpiration

rates are low, and rainfall increases the rate of runoff to the spillways and so

increases the amount of water available for recharge.

During the summerevapotranspiration rates are high and the lighter rains

probably contribute little water to the ground-water supply in the deposits.

Rains in the late fall contribute more, proportionately" as the evapotranspira-

tion rates are ,again lower. Heavyor sustained rains maycontribute considerable

recharge at aoy season of the year.

Figure 1 aaowsa bydrograph of well 152-58-18daa covering approximately a

3 year period, .1948-51. This well taps deposits in the Lindsey Lake spillway.

The il1ustratiml shows something of the complexrelationship between recharge"

precipitation, and temperature. A complete record is available for only 2 years;

but for those 2 years the hydrograph shows the large rise in water level that

generally resul"bs from the infiltration of melted snowin the spring, the lesser
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but significant rises resulting from rains in the fall, lesser rises resulting

from heavier rains during the summer,and the persistent decline during the cold

winter monthswhenthe ground is frozen and no significant amount of infiltration

can occur.

The deposits in the ice-contact features and the exposed parts of the over-

ridden outwash d.eposits receive recharge principally by downwardpercolation.

In general, there is little surface runoff from adjacent areas to contribute

additional water for recharge, as in the case of the deposits in the spillways.

Somewater doubtless percolates underground to these deposits from adjacent higher

areas.

The deposits of sand.and gravel included in the till are the aquifers least

well situated to receive recharge. Thewater that reaches these aquifers by down-

ward percolation generally must pass through a till cover of low permeability,

and lateral movementinto and out of the aquifers generally must occur at a very

slow rate. The amountof recharge that maybe received by the aquifers individ-

ually is part~· dependent upon surface conditions unfavorable l'orrunoff •.

Wheresurface conditions are favorable for the collection of water in kettles

and potholes, the water is held in these small basins for a considerable time,

especially in the spring after the snowmelts, and good opportunity is thus

afforded for downwardpercolation of water. The actual amount of water that my

seep into the ground i6 dependent upon the permeability of the materials under

the small basill6, which generally is quite low. In wet years manyof the basins

my contain water throughout the year, but in the dry years most of the water

that collects in the basins in the spring maybe lost by evapotranspiration by

early summer.

The shallower aquifers in the till probably can receive recharge at a faster

rate than the deeper aquifers. Nowater-level records are available for aquifers
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in the till in the Michigan City area. However,figure 8 contains a hydrograph

for well 160-66·-2&al., near Egeland, about 70 miles northwest of Michigan City.

~is well, in d:rift, is 135 feet deep and the hydrograph probably shows reactions

to recharge typical of the deeper aquifers in the till. ~e period of record

shownis 1941-5:2, inclusive. From1941 to 1949 there was a continual general

rise in the water level, which probably indicates a slow recovery from low stages

reached during the dry years of the 1930's.

~e seasonal water-level fluctuations at this well are markedly different

from those observed at well 152-58-1Bdaain the Michigan City area and at other

shallow wells in the state. ~ere is little indication of immediate effects of

recharge from the spring snowmelt. Generally the lowest water level occurs in the

late fall, and a rise during the winter ~ Typically the rise continues until

spring or earlj' summer,after which the water level declines until late fall.

~ere appear to be somesmall rises in the water level that mayresult from rains

occurring several mouthsbefore the rise in water level becomes significant.

The slow ehangef;and the general character of the hydrograph are believed

to indicate the very slow rate at which recharge can enter the deeper aquifers

in the till.

The shallow aqu:Lfers in the till, covered by perhaps only a few feet of

till, probably would react to rainfall and snowmelt in a fashion similar to that

shownfor well l52-513-1Bdaa(fig. 7). The deeper aquifers probably would react

in a fashion similar to that shownfor well 160-66-2&al.

The amountof water stored in the aquifers in the glacial drift in the

Michigan City area doubtless is large. However, it is believed that estimates

based upon present knowledgeof the area would not be particularly accurate or

meaningful. It maybe stated, however, that the sand and gravel deposits in the

spillways, in the ov'erriden outwash, and in the ice-contact deposits would yield
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morewater to Yl'ells per unit of saturated volume, on the average, than would the

till and. its containe,d sand.and gravel aquifers taken as a whole.

Tbe manner of movementof the water in the glacial drift in the area is in-

completely knownand, therefore, a detailed accounting of the recharge, movement,

and disposal of' the ground water is not possible. The lake Laretta and Bitter

Lake kettle chains constitute lows in the western part of the area to which the

ground.water maymove,laterally from adjacent areas. Fromthe lows of the kettle

chains, the water is returned to the air by evaporation and by transpiration of

plants.

In the southeastern part of the area, the two spillways form relatively

permeable, though shallow, troughs through which the water maypercolate rather

readily. Water may:percolate laterally from adjacent areas to the spillways,

where a considerable part of the water probably is returned to the air by evapo-

transpiration.

Howgreatly these lows or troughs affect the general movementof ground

water in the area is not known,but they undoubtedly receive only a minor portion

of the total recharge, to the ground.water in the area. Muchof the water that

reaches the water table in the upland areas probably is disposed of Jater by

evapotranspiration OD. lower ground. The part of the water that escapes evapora-

tion and transpiration in the area probably percolates laterally in a southerly

direction in the western part of the area and southerly and easterly in the

eastern part.

Possibilities of Developing Water Supplies for Municipal
or Light-Industrial Use from Aquifers in the Glacial Drift

Noaquifer found. in the glacial drift was believed to be sufficiently pro-

ductive of water to furnish an adequate supply for municipal or sizable . indus-

trial use from one well or even from a field of two or three wells. Michigan
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City bas constructed'tlrells in tbe Pierre shale with the thought that they would

furnisb an adequate amountof water for present uses, but witb knowledgethat

tbe available supply jLsdefinitely limited. In time, therefore, morewater pro-

bably will be requireci than can be furnished by tbe shale wells nowin use.

Certain of the aquifers in the glacial drift warrant morethorough investigation

as possible sources of additional water for municipal or industrial use at

MichiganCity at sucb time as a supplemental supply will be needed. The possi-

bility of obtaining additional water from the shale aquifers is discussed in a

subsequent section, al:lis also tbe possibility of using tbe water in someof tbe

drift aquifers as sources of artificial recharge to the shale aquifers.

Becauseof its proximity to the city, the possibility of developing a

small water supply from the esker just north of the city maybe worth investiga-

ting. This probably ,,,ould involve detailed test drilling of tbe feature and the

construction of a weLLin which pumpingtests could be made.

A logical laext step wouldbe to investigate somewhatmorethoroughly the

possibility of clevel~~ingwells in the sand and gravel deposits of the glacial

spillways. Thi:salso probably would involve somedetailed test drilling and,

perhaps, the uSleof i:nfiltration galleries rather than wells through which to

obtain a usable supp~yof water.

The overriliden outwashdeposits in the vicinity of USGS tests 43, 44, and

45 appear suita'ble for yielding considerable quantities of water to wells. A

test well drilled in that area would give additional needed information on the

productiveness of the deposits.

Lastly, add.itional test drilling might be worth while to explore somewhat

more fully the possibilities of obtaining additional water from deeper drift

aquifers in bedrock channels. Drilling, perhaps supplementedby geophysical

exploration, across the 1m.,areas of the Lake Laretta and Bitter Lake kettle
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chains would be in ord.er. No aquifers of importance were found in the drilling

during the presl~nt iIl'iI'estigation, but additional testing might disclose the

presence of mod'erate~y"productive aquifers.

Aquifers in the Pierre Shale

Aquifers in the Pierre shale furnish water to about three-fourths of the

wells in the Michigan City area (fig. 5). Because the water is softer tban that

generally obtained from aquifers in the glacial drift and because the wells in the

shallow drift aquifers maynot furnish sufficient water for use during long

drought periods, the wells tapping shale aquifers are considered by the local

residents to be: the best obtainable. They are found in almost every part of the ai.'

Nature of the Aquifers in the Pierre Shale

The fine-grained, compact, and apparently impermeablenature of the Pierre

shale, as described 'bywell drillers and as seen in drill cuttings, would make

it seemmost Ul1li.keJ.~ythat any aquifers of importance are present in the shale.

The bulk. of the ShalE~,of course, does not function as an aquifer.

The exact physieal nature of the aquifers in the shale has not been deter-

mined. SimpSOJl(1929, p. 30) suggested that the aquifers were in weathered or

creviced parts of th.~ shale or in interbedded sandstone. The idea of percolation

of water through fractures is well borne out by the appearance of the shale in

exposures the i9.uthorshave seen near the SheyenneRiver in the Devils Lake area

of North Dakota. In addition to horizontal breaks along bedding and lamination

planes, there are numerousvertical joints, so that the rocks exhibit a kind of

polygonal pe.ttern of cracks. These effects becomemarked as the exposures wea-

ther. They seem, however, to be the result of desiccation, and such fractures

probably do not persist to any great depth.
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Well drillers in the Michigan City area, and in other parts of North Dakota

where the drift is und.erlain by the Pierre shale, only rarely find water in the

upper part of shale that mayhave been exposed to weathering processes. Although

somedrillers state that a "brown," "yellow," or IIreddish" zone maybe found at

the top of the shale in somelocalities, the occurrence of such a zone does not

necessarily sigllify the presence of an aquifer.

The aquifers in the shale generally occur at depths of more than 20 or 30

feet below the top of the shale. Zones of angular fragments overlain and under-

lain by unbroke:c.shal,e have been reported by one driller. Most drillers report

the complete absence of sand, and all agree that there is no definite sandy bed

within a given :area from which water is obtained. In someplaces where angular

fragments and sandy b,edswere penetrated, no aquifers were found.

Most drillers classify the shale beds as IIsoft " or "hard" or as "slate~

There is general agre'ementthat water is more likely to be found in the "hard"

shale than in the "soft." However,somewells are reported to obtain water from

"soft" shale bed.s, ani water is not always found in the "hard" beds.

Cores of a hard light-colored calcareous shale were recovered from USGStest

holes drilled near a well (outside the Michigan City area) where the driller had

logged "hard light-co.lored shale." Similarly, cores at a horizon logged by the

drillers as "soft, white soapstone" proved to be bentonitic shale. There is no

assurance that other l:1rillers use the sameterminOlOgy,but the results of test

drilling indicate that the harder parts of the shale are generally calcareous

but not sandy. The shale in USGStests 5 and 10 was cored from 50 to J20 feet

and from 40 to ,4.6 feet, respectively. Core recovery was generally less than 50

per cent. However,the core falied to showany sand or sandy layers, oxidized

zones, or brecc iatoo or otherwise broken zones. It is possible that very thin

sand. layers in the shale might have been washed out in the process of taking the
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core. However, sa~' partings should have been preserved, aDd none were de-

tected. Likewi.s~, brokep. zoneE!might'be partly washed out in the drilling pro-

cess aDdthe fragment.s interpreted to be shale cuttings. A core from the only

unusual zone ilL the s:hale was taken from a depth of 100 to no feet aDd con-

tained about a foot of very silty shale.

Tb.epossfbility that calcareous zones in the shale maycontain crevices

that have been enlarged by solution, has been considered, but no such conduits

were observed i.n the shale cores that were recovered.

It has bee~nsuggested that, in view of the fact that the aquifers are

nearly always associa.ted with hard layers of shale, the water-bearing openings

are fractures caused by earth stresses. Such fractures generally would not be

formed or maintained in the softer, more plastic shale. Stresses set up by the

overriding glacial ice might have fractured brittle layers to a depth of 100 feet

or more. Such fractures mayhave been enlarged to someextent by solution of the

calcareous content b;y'percolating water.

Whatever the exa.ct physical nature of the aquifers in the shale, they do

not appear to 'be exte:nsive in any given horizontal planej note the varying

depths of the "W'e11sthat tap shale aquifers. However, even though the aquifers

occur at different elevations at different wells, those that occur within 320

feet or so of the lar.d surface appear to be hydrologically connected aDdto

form a rather e,xtens1ve hydrologic unit, as evidenced by the manner in which the

pumpingof one well 'W'i11influence the water level in another (p. 62-64 ).

Tb.ereis eviderLCeals.o that the aquifers in the shale, at least in the area near

Michigan City, receive recharge from downwardpercolation of rain and melted.

snowmore read1.ly than might be expected (p.64-66). Also, the water derived

from these aqui,fers 1.s of comparatively good chemical quality, which would ap-

pear to indicate rather free circulation of the water in the aquifers and re-
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plenishment by recharge.

Water-bearing beds in the shale are present at depths considerably greater

than 120 feet belOW'the land surface. However"these deeper aquifers contain

more highly mineralized water than the shallow aquifers, the mineralization in-

creasing as the depth to the aquifer increases. It is probable that these deeper

aquifers are virtually cut off from recharge and, at least locally, that they

have no important hydrologic connection with the shallow aquifers in the upper

part of the shale.

Themost d,etailed. subsurface data available regarding the shale are for the

area in and near Michigan City. A summaryof the data for wells tapping shale

aquifers in the entirle area compiled from the well tables, is given on page 61.

The data showthat the drift under Michigan City ranges in thickness from 26 to

55 feet. The thicme:3s of shale penetrated ranges from 30 to 92 feet, and at

most of the wells it ,.;as 70 to 90 feet. The depths of the wells range from 70

to 120 feet.

In the outer par1~of the Michigan C1ty area, excluding .the area in and

near the city itself, the wells for which the depth to shale is Jmot.mrange in

depth from 90 to 190 feet. The drift cover ranges from 25 to 110 feet in thick-

ness. The thickness of shale penetrated ranges from 30 to 160 feet. Amongthe

extremes that maybe noted in the data are those for well l52-59-12ddc, where

the drift cover is 30 feet thick and the thickness of shale penetrated, 160 feet,

as comparedwith well l5l-59-lbaa where the drift was 110 feet thick and the

thickness of shale pelletrated, 30 feet (fig. 5).
In general), the <:Lataon the wells in Michigan City suggest that locally

there is a defulite water-bearing zone between 70 and 90 feet below the top of

the shale or, ai; least, that the most productive aquifers occur in that depth

interval. The 1:,otal cLepthof any particu.lar well is not necessarily indicative
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Depths to shale, thicknesses of shale penetrated,
a:o.ddepths of wells in Michigan City area

Location no. Depth to Thickness Depth of
shale of shale well

penetrated

151-58-6a.ad2 35 105 140
151-59-lbaa 110 30 140
152-58-4bd 40 70 110
152-58-18cdd 30 155 185
152-59-11dca 30 86 116
152-59-12ddc 30 160 190
152-59-14aba 30 90 120
152-59-16a.d1 40 86 126
152-59-21cbc 50 78 128
152-59-22bad2 50 58 108
152-59-22cad 40 85 125
152-59-24abc 35 79 114
153-58-5da 25 77 lee
153-58-Bdad 30 60 90
153-58-9aad 30 87 117
153-58-14dccl 60 110 170
153-58-21cbb 40 68 108
153-58-21d 25 85 110
153-58-2ldc1 38 67 105
153-58··30cdc2 40 70 110
153-58-32dac1 40 76 116
153-58-32dac6 32 72 104
153-58-32dba2 30 57 .En
153-58-32dba3 30 78 108
153-58-32dbb 30 90 120
153-58-32dbc1 30 70 100
153-58-32dbd1 55 30 85
153-58-32dcd4 32 73 105
153-58-32dda1 26 84 110
153-58-32dda2 27 88 115
153-58-32ddb3 30 40 70
153-58-32ddcl 30 70 100
153-58-32ddc2 30 72 102
153-58-32ddc6 40 64 104
153-58-32ddc7 28 80 108
153-58-33ccb2 28 92 120
153-58-34dba 60 65 125
153-59-25cddl 30 80 110
153-59-25cdd2 30 95 125
153-59-34bca2 40 50 .90
153-59-34cba2 30 75 105
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of the actual depth to the aquifer from which it derives its water. Somewells

are drilled below the aquifer to provide storage aIld others tap more than one

aquifer. A shallower water-bearing zone is present in a number of wells and

test holes, as indicated by well depths, but apparently it is not as productive

locally as the lower ones. Michigan City test hole 2 penetrated a water-bearing

bed at 30 feet 1belowthe top of the shale. All the Great Northern test holes

obtained water in the shale at 55 feet or less below the top of the shale. In

the Michigan City area as a whole, more than half the wells for which data are

available appar1ently tap aquifers within the 70 - to 90 - foot range.

:Results of PumpingTests on Aquifers in the Shale

Three pumpingteists were made on wells in Michigan City that tap shale aqui-

fers. In the f:1rst of these tests, well l53-5B-32dad5 was pumpedand wells dad6

and dad7 were Uiaedas observation wells in which water levels were measured dur-

iog the pumpingand subsequent recovery. The pumpingtest was begun in the after-

noon of April 21, 194'7. The well was pumpedat an average rate of 7.4 gpmfor a

period of 5 hours aIld 19 minutes; the rate varied from about 7.7 to 7.3 gpm.

Water-level mea:surementswere made in the observation wells during the pumping

ing period and for 9 hours aIld 35 minutes after pumping stopped. Measurements

were not made !Jet the pumpedwell.

The pumpedwell :1s llB feet deep. It is cased with steel pipe to a depth

of 50 feet and ,rrith a light steel perforated liner to its full depth. The

depths at which various aquifers in the shale were penetrated are not known.

Well dad6 :1s23.13feet northeast of the pumpedwell. It is 116 feet deep

am is finished in th4~sameway as the pumpedwell.

Well dad7 :Ls43.~~feet west of the pumpedwell. It is only 73 feet deep.

The manner in which this well was finished is not knownbut it probably was

cased to a depth of about 50 feet, with also a perforated liner extending to the
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bottom of the wc~ll, al3were wells dad5 and dad6.

The water-level data obtained in wells dad6 and dad7 during the pumpingand

recovery periods were analyzed for the coefficients of transmissibility and stor-

age (p.4o and 46), by means of the nonequilibrium formula (Theis, 1935, p. 519-

524j Wenzel, 19+2, p. 87-89).

The data obtained from well dad7 gave a good plot, as required for use of

the formula, but the (lata from well dad6 did not. Therefore, only data from well

dad7 were used :in making computations. The coefficient of transmissibility com-

puted from the (lata il3 490 gpd per foot and the coefficient of storage is 6.2 x

10-4•
In the second.pwnping test, well l53-58-32dbc2 was pumpedand wells dbb,

dbcl, and dbdl 'l1ere ul3edas observation wells (fig. 6). The pumping test was be-

gun in the mornIng of April 24, 1947. The well was pumpedfor 96 hours and 40

minutes at an aV'erage rate of 6.6 gpmj the rate varied from 10.7 gpmat the be-

ginning of the test to 5.6 gpmfor a short time during the test. At one time

during the test a motor fuse was blown, and the pumpwas off for about 50 minutes

until repairs could ble made. The data obtained during the test were, of course,

affected by the shutdown period and by the changes in pumping rate. However, in

the analysis by means of the Theis nonequilibrium formula, about half the data

were plotted on a fairly even curve and these were used in making the computations

for the coefficients of transmissibility and storage. The coefficient of trans-

missibility was computedas 420 gpd per foot and the coefficient of storage was

computedas 3.8 x 10-4•
A third short pu:npingtest was begun May23, 1949, using the samewells that

were used in the seco:ootest described above. Well l53-58-32dbc2 was pumpedfor

26 hours and 35 minutes at a rate which averaged 19.8 gpmfor the entire run.

However, the pumping rate at the beginning of the test was 25.6 gpmand dropped
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off to about 20 gpmafter about 7 hours of pumping. Near the end of the run, the

water level in the pumpedwell was drawn below the pumpintake, about 105 feet

below the land fmrface at the well, so that air was admitted to the pumpand surg-

ing effects began.

Maoyof thE~data obtained during this test were discarded after they were

plotted for analysis, but the remaining data were used to make computations for

the coefficientB of transmissibility and storage. The data were analyzed by

means of the mo<lified nonequilibrium formula (Cooper and Jacob, 1946, p. 526-534),

the Theis recovery formla (Theis, 1935, p. 522), and the 'lbeis nonequilibrium

formla. The results varied from well to well and with the method used. Com-

puted values of the coefficient of transmissibility ranged from 490 to 900 gpd per

foot and averagl=d710 gpd per foot. Computedvalues of the coefficient of storage

ranged from 2.8 x 10-)+ to 5.8 x 10-4 and averaged 4.2 x 10-4•

Although the data obtained from these tests were not entirely reliable, it

is believed that the results of the computations showfairly well the order of

magnitude of the coefficients of transmissibility and storage of the combination

of aquifers in the upper 90 feet of shale in the Michigan City area. In making

theoretical computations (see a subsequent section of this report) for drawdowns

likely to result from pumpingwells that tap shale aquifers, a coefficient of

transmissibility of 450 gpd per foot and a coefficient of storage of 4 x 10-4

are used. These figures are believed to be somewhatconservative, on the whole,

for the magnitude of the coefficients for the aquifers in the upper part of the

shale in the area near Michigan City.

Hecharge, storage, and Movementof Water
ill the Aquifers in the Shale

Intermittent water-level measurements have been made in well l53-58-32dbb

since 1947. A hydrograph showing the data available is given in figure 7. Al-
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though the available record is relatively short and somewhatsketchy, there is

evidence that sleasonal recharge to the aquifers in the shale does occur. The

part of the hydrograph for 1950 is closely correlative with the 1950 hydrograph

for well 152-58-18daa and suggests that, as for the shallow aquifers in the gla-

cial drift, the principal recharge occurs in the spring after the melting of the

winter snow.

Themanner in which the recharging water reaches the aquifers in the shale

is not known. :Becausleof the impermeablenature of the bulk of the shale, it

might seemalmost impossible that any great amount of water could reach the aqui-

fers by direct tiownwardpercolation. However,the correlation between the 1950

hydrographs, for the 'N'ells mentioned above, suggests that there is definite inter-

connection betw,eenthe shallow aquifers in the glacial drift and the aquifers in

the shale.

The amount of reeharge that reaches the aquifers in the shale cannot be com-

puted from pres1ent data. Assumingan interconnection with shallow aquifers in the

drift, the heig]b.tto which water in the shale aquifers can rise is controlled by

the elevation or the 1N'atertable in the glacial drift in the recharge areas.

Under natural conditions, then, the magnitude of the rise of water levels in

wells tapping aq.uifers in the shale would depend on the amount of recharge re-

ceived by the aq.uifers in the glacial drift in the recharge areas. Possibly a

greater amount of recharge than would occur naturally could be induced to aquifers

in the shale by pumpi:ngthem to bring water levels to a comparatively low stage

at about the tilDe of the spring thaw. In this way somewater that might be re-

jected under natural I~onditions possibly would be saved because of the greater

storage capacit;r available in the aquifer. However,using a coefficient of stor ...

age of 4 x 10-4 as cOlcrIputedfrom the pumpingtests, a change in water level of 1

foot in the aquifers in the shale would represent a change in storage of only
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about 80,000 gallons per square mile. A similar change in water level in shal-

low water-table aquif1ers in the glacial drift, especially if composedprincipally

of sand and gravel, might represent a change in storage of several tens of mil-

lions of gallons per square mile of aquifer.

By lowering the "water levels sufficiently, at least part of the aquifers in

the shale could actually be drained of water. The amount of water that could be

recovered by such drainage cannot be estimated from present information, but it

probably is not more than a small percentage of the volume of the rocks.

The manner of movementof the water in the aquifers in the shale is not

known. However,beca.use of the comparatively good quality of the water, it must

be assumedthat, reasonably vigorous movementdoes occur. The movementof the

water is controlled t.o someextent by the shape of the water table in the over-

lying glacial olrift and by the relative permeabilities of the glacial-drift ma-

terials that maybe near or in actual contact with permeable parts of the shale.

Recharge to thEl shalE~must be derived from water that has passed through the

glacial drift. The "Tater then movesthrough the permeable parts of the shale

and is again djLschargedto the glacial drift at somelower elevation.

Posl~ibili1:iies of Developing Water Supplies for Municipal
and.Indu13trial Use FromAquifers in the Pierre Shale

Because of the rather low transmissibility of the aquifers in the shale, it

is unlikely that most wel.l.swould yield muchmore than lO gpmfor relatively long

periods of time. However, in the Michigan City area, the aquifers appear to be

present over most or all of the area and probably can be considered to form an

areally extensive system. It is believed, i;herefore, that a sysi;emof wells,

properly spacel:!. so as to produce only slight interference wii;h each other, might

be developed to yield. a consid.erable amount of water. Individual wel.l.sprobably

would yield between 5 and 10 gpm, or about 7,000 to l4, 000 gpd..
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In order to assil3t in determining the best arrangement for wells in such a

field, the following i:iable has been prepared:

'Iheoretical Drawdowns,in Feet, at Various Distances From
a Wl~llPumpedat 5 gpmFroman Areally Extensive Aquifer

(Coeff:icient of transmissibility, 450 p;pdper foot;
coefficient of storage, 4 x 10=4)

Drawdowns(feet)

Timesince
pumping Distance from pumpedwell (feet)
started 10 100 300 500 700 1,000 3,000 5,000 10,000

1 day 10.3 4.5 1.9 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 days 13.2 7.4 4.6 3.4 2.6 1.8 .1 .0 .0

1GOdajTS 16.2 10.3 7.5 6.2 5.4 4.5 '1.9 .9 .1
·1 year 17.8 12.0 9.2 7.9 7.0 6.1 3.4 2.2 .8
·2 years 18.7 12.9 10.0 8.8 7.9 7.0 4.2 3.0 1.4
-3 years 19.2 13.4 10.6 9.3 8.4 7.5 4.7 3.5 1.8
5 years 19.8 14.0 11.2 9.9 9.1 8.2 5.4 4.1 2.4
'1 years 20.3 14.4 11.7 10.3 9.5 8.6 5~8 4.5 2.8

10 years 20.6 14.9 12.1 10.8 9.•9 9.0 6.2 5.0 3.3

The theorE!tical drawdowns,computedby means of the 'Iheis nonequi1ibrium

formula (Wenzel, 194~~),are based on the assumptions that the aquifer is areally

extensive, is bomogeIleousand isotrppic throughout, (equally permeable in all

directions) and has constant coefficients of transmissibility and storage at

every time and place .• It is assumed, also, that all water pumpedis removed

from storage ill the aquifer without benefit of seasonal recharge. Howwell these

assumptions correspolld to actual conditions in the aquifer is questionable. It

appears that the aquifers form a rather extensive system, but there doubtless is

considerable variability in the coefficients of transmissibility and storage

from one place to another. Also, at least in somelocalities, the transmissi-

bility maybe greater in one direction than in another. The coefficient of stor-

age mayvary somewhatin time as well as from place to place. Additional data
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on the coefficients of transmissibility and storage are needed from other parts

of the area in order to determine just howwell the coefficients used would ap-

proach the actual COIlditons.

Moreover, it appears that there is seasoml recharge to the aquifers in

the shale, especially after the spring thaw, except in years of comparatively

little winter precipUation. Also, it appears that water temporarily stored in

the shallow aquifers in the drift is able to moveinto the shale aquifers to

someextent, and thifl movementcould be increased by lowering the water levels in

the shale by pumping.,

In using the table, the drawdowneffects at any place from the pumpingof

one well are si.mplyelddedto the effects at the sameplace from pumpinganother

well, in order to determine the combinedeffects of pumpingboth wells. Like-

wise, if more than two wells are involved, the effects of each well at any par-

ticular place are sinrply added together to give the combinedeffects.

The drawdownsare directly proportional to the pumpingrate, so that the

effect at any place and time of pumping10 gpmwould be twice that of pumping5

gpmas listed i.n the table.

'Ihe drawdownto be expected in a pumpedwell cannot be foretold with ac-

curacy, but in 6-inch wells and at a pumpingrate of 5 gpm, the drawdownsgen-

erally would.bE!10 to 15 feet more than those shownin the table for wells 10

feet away.

In the overridden-outwash area just south and west of Michigan City, some

experimentation might.be done to increase the flow of water from the shallow

aquifer to the aquifers in the shale by installing screens opposite all aquifers

in a series of wells. Pumpingcould. then be done in a nearby well that would

tap only the aq.uifersi in the shale. Whenthe water level in the lower aquifers

is lowered, wat.er would flow from the shallow aquifer to the shale aquifers
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through the cOImectilJgwells. By inducing recharge to the lower aquifers in
.. ~ ~

this manner, it might be possible to increase materially the yield of a well tap-

ping them. AlBO,thE~additional storage available in the shallow aquifer and its

greater accessibilit:)r to seasonal recharge would be of material benefit in a

long-range watE!r-Supplyprogram.

Dakota Formation

The preseILceof the Dakota formation (p.14) in the Michigan City area has

not been established by drilling. However,because it has been found in adja-

cent areas and is knownto occur throughout most of North Dakota, it is believed

to be present i.n the Michigan City area. If' present, it probably would be reached

at a depth of J.,200 to 1,300 feet below the land surface.

In the city of Devils Lake, about 40 miles west of Michigan City, wells tap-

ping the Dakota formation are used for municipal supplies. These wells are

pumpedat a rate of about 300 gpm. Whennot pumped,the wells flow at a rate in

excess of 100 gpm. It is not knownif flowing wells could be obtained from the

Dakota formation in the Michigan City area. Simpson's map (1929, pl. 1) of the

areas of artesian flow in North Dakota indicates that the northeastern part of

Nelson county, in which the Michigan City area lies, is not in the area of ar-

tesian flow.

The artesian water in the city of Devils Lake is highly mineralized, con-

taining about 3,700 ppmof dissolved solids. It is highly charged with sodium

chloride, sulfate, ani bicarbonate. This water is undesirable for domestic use

as well as for :mostagricultural and industrial purposes, except perhaps for

cooling and washing processes.

other BedrockAquifers

There is a possibility that rocks of' earlier Mesozoicand Paleozoic ages
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are present in the area between the Dakota formation and the pre-Cambrian rocks.

Someof these rocks, if present, may be sufficiently permeable to yield considera-

ble quantities of WElterto wells. However, it is believed that water in aDy

deeper aquifere: wouJ.dbe inferior in chemical quality even to that found in the

Dakota formation.

CHEMICALQUALITYOFTEEWATER
FROMWELLSANDSPRINGSIN TEEMICHIGANCITYAREA

In order that the reader may more easily understand the significance of the

chemical analye:es, a partial list of chemical standards required by the U. S.

Public Health e:ervic€! for drinking water used on interstate carriers is given

here.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Chemical
constituerLt

Dissolved solids:

Maximumconcentration permitted
~

500 (1,000 if necessary)

Chloride (Cl)

Sulfate (e:04)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

250

250

Magnesium(Mg) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 125

Fluoride (F) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.5

Iron and Manganese together (Fe!- Mn) ••••••••.••.••• 3

The presellce of nitrate in ground water may indicate organic contamination.

Also, water corLtainiD.gmore than about 45 parts per million (ppm) of nitrate may

be injurious to infalJLts (Comly, 1945; Silverman, 1949). The presence of fluoride

in drinking water in excess of 1.5 ppmmay cause mottling of the enamel of the

teeth in grOWiDgchil.dren.

Soft water is de,sirable for washing clothes or for aDy washing operation

where soap is used. Practically all natural water contains calcium and magne-

sium, which cause a hardness of varying degree, depending upon the concentration

of these consti.tuents •• Water having a hardness of' more than about 100 ppmas

Cac03 is genera.l1y considered to be fairly hard.
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For general irrigation of crops or for watering lawns, trees and gardens,

water containing a laJ:,gepercentage of sodium, with respect to the total cation

concentration, :ls undl:lsirable because it causes the soil to become impermeable.

Water containing more than 50 to 60 percent of sodium (as indicated in the table

of chemical analyses) would be harmful to the soil if applied continuous1y for

a long time. This would be especia~ true if the soil were heavy and subsurface

drainage poor. In a :porous soil with good subsurface drainage, the effects would

not be so merkelJ..

Eaton (1950, p. 123-133) has shownthat if water containing relative1y large

amounts of carbonate and.bicarbonate as compared.to the calcium and magnesium

present is used for irrigation, a soil-water solution containing principa~

sodium salts mayresult. The danger of developing a soil solution of high-sodium

content is increased if the water is applied sparingly and if good soil drainage

is not provided. If the soil solution contains considerable sodium carbonate or

sodiumbicarbonate, a black-alkali soil mayresult.

All the waters from the Michigan City area that were sampled for chemical

analysis were found to be harder or more highly mineralized, or both, than is

generally desirable for most domestic uses. However, in areas where water of

the better clae:sifica.tion cannot be obtained with reasonable economy,the

acceptability of the harder and.more mineralized water will depend largely upon

the tolerance of the local users. They maybecomeaccustomed to the poorer

water and find it quUe acceptable for general use.

Chemical ElnalysE~sof 25 samples of ground water from the Michigan City area

are given in the tabJLeon page 74 • These samples were collected from wells, test

holes, and.one spring in the area. Five of the samples are of water from aquifers

in the glacial drift and.the rest are of water from aquifers in the Pierre shale.

In the wa-Gersamples from aquifers in the glacial drift, the dissolved solids
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ranged from 540 to 3,190 ppmand hardness ranged from 160 to 1,410 ppm. The

average concentration of dissolved solids in the 5 samples is 1,320 ppmand. the

average hardnes 6 is 510 ppm. The sodiumpercentage ranged from 18 to 71 and. ex-

ceeded 60 in 3 out of 5 samples.

All the water sa:mplesfrom aquifers in the Pierre shale were obtained from

a relatively small area in or adjacent to Michigan City. The depths of the wells

or test holes sampled range from 50 to 120 feet. The analyses, therefore, pro-

bably shoUld not be considered to be representative of the water in the Pierre

shale in the entire area and. especially in the deeper aquifers.

In the 20 water samples from aquifers in the Pierre shale, the dissolved

solids ranged from 820 to 3,790 ppmand averaged 1,740 ppm. The hardness in

these samples ranged from 25 to 770 ppmand averaged about 210 ppm. In one sam-

ple (l53-58-32d.bb) the percentage of sodiumwas 34, but in the other samples the

sodiumpercents.ge ranged from 75 to 97. There is no apparent relatj.on between

the depth of the wells from which the samples were obtained and the dissolved

solids, hardnee:s, or percentage of sodium.

Most of the water samples from the area contained sufficient carbonate and

bicarbonate, ae~comparedto the calcium and magnesiumpresent, to makethe water

of questionable ValUE!for general irrigation.

Generally the iron content of the water from the drift is higher than that

of the water from shale. The iron content of the water from the drift ranged

from 0.3 to 7.3 ppmas comparedwith a range of 0.4 to 3.5 ppmfor the water

from shale.

Although 1~he:water samples obtained from aquifers in the glacial drift were

too few to permit a l:latisfactory comparison of the chemical quality of the water

from the drift and the Pierre shale, indications are that, on the whole, the

water from the glacial drift is harder but less highly mineralized than the water
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from the Pierre shale.

In general" the higher mineralization of the water in the Pierre shale ap-

pears to be due to gr4eater proportions of sodium, sulfate, and chloride, although

some of the samplesof water from the shale contained relatively small amounts of

chloride. Other samples contained relatively small amounts of calcium and magne-

sium and relatiyely large amounts of sodium. These suggest the following possibili-

ties: (1) Someof the wells tapping the shale aquifers may obtain somewater from

overlying aquifl=rs in the glacial drift by seepage around the well casing; thus

the water samplE=dmaybe a composite of water from the drift and the shale. (2)

Aquifers in the PierrE=shale mayreceive recharge from aquifers in the glacial

drift by latera:l or downwardpercolation. The percolation maybe somewhatfreer

in certain area:3 than in others, resulting in differing proportions of the minerals

being dissolved. (3) 'VTaterpassing through the glacial drift to or through the

shale maypass, in places, through zones containing minerals that have base-exchange

capacity which absorb Bomeof the calcium and magnesiumfrom the water and release

an equivalent amount of sodium.
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CHEMICALANALYSESOF GROUNDWATER
(parts per

Source of analysis: AV; Abbott and Voedisch (1938), p. 68-70;
DB; State Dept. of Health, Bismarck; Simpson (1929), p. 292-293;
SL; State Laboratories Dept., Bismarck, N. Dak.
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151-58-6bac Gordon Springll S 4-30-21 D 110 33
lS2-58-3bbb George Norman SL 6-18-47 30 D 2.4 46 48

152-58-7aaa M.S. Swanson Est SL 7-11-47 36 D .3 88 12

152-58-18daa USGSTest 12 DH 5-29-48 26 D 3.1 32 19

153-58-29cdd Lloyd Wright SL 7-11-47 76 S 1.2 160 13
153-58-32bba USGSTest 25 DH 8-29-47 32 D 7.3 300 160

153-58-32daa2 M.C. Milligan SL 4-2-47 91 S .8 170 85

153-58-32dac3 W. Lamb21 AV 1937-381 100 S .6 25 33

153-58-32dac4 V. A. Theison AV 1937-387 90 S .8 16 5

153-58-32dac5 Michigan Fire- SL 7-11-47 95 S .7 58 27
house

153••58.•32dad4 K. L. Wright AV 1937-381 100 S L.2 18 22
153-58-32dad5 Orren Lee SL 7-11-47 118 S .9 18 14

153-58-32dad6 ••••• do •••• SL 7-11-47 116 S 1.2 70 36

153-58-32dba1 George Peuka SL 4-2-47 94 S .8 29 9

153-58-32dba2 B. Smith~/ S 4••30-21 87 S .13 29 14

153-58-32dbb Michigan City DH 8-29-47 120 S .64 130 65
Test 2

153-58-32dbc2 Michigan City SL 7-11-47 60 S •• 9 5 3
Test 1

••••do •••••• ••••• do ••••• SL 7-11-47 100 S .9 7 5

153-58-32dbd2 Michigan City SL 7-11-47 100 S .4 32 18
School

• • . . do .••••• ••••• do ••••• AV 1937-38? 100 S .4 21 25

153-58-32dcd3 Carl Dahl SL 4-2-47 100 S 1.8 8 4

153-58-32ddb2 Orvick Supply Co. SL 7-11-47 96 S .9 27 18

. 153-58-32dddl Standard Service SL 4-2-47 50 S? 3.5 50 11
Station

153-58-32ddd4 J.W. Lamb and SL 4-2-47 98 S 2.2 38 16
E. W. Ryall

153-58-32ccb1 P. Hall SL 4-2-47 90 S .7 25 11

II Owner list4~d as J. W. Cecka by Simpson (1929, p. 292).
21 Owner listl~d as Bert Hagen in Abbott and Voedisch (1938, p. 70)

'1.7 Owner listled as K. L. Wright by Simpson (1929, p. 292).
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IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA, N. DAK.
million)

Aquifer; D) drift; S) Pierre shale
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42 () 410 160 2 1.0 540 410 18
260 0 540 380 31 1,030 310 64
280 58 150 570 38 1,120 270 69
180 0 280 200 130 0.03 700 160 71

1,240 130 440 540 1,490 3,790 450 86
520 () 630 1,670 220 3,190 1,410 44

1,050 110 570 40 1,670 3,410 770 75
660 () 790 140 590 2.0 7.9 1,850 200 88
680 () 780 390 340 0.4 0.0 1,820 60 96
590 110 490 540 290 1,860 260 83

480 0 700 210 270 0.2 11 1)360 140 88
550 110 550 230 360 1,550 100 91
520 62 600 380 330 1,690 320 78
780 79 480 800 320 2,250 110 94
t~20 0 660 210 210 4.5 1,210 130 86
140 () 490 440 35 1,050 590 34

360 45 410 340 33 990 25 96

610 46 540 360 330 1,630 38 97
520 7.? 490 470 210 1,560 150 88

500 600 470 180 1.0 6.7 1,510 160 87
680 84 690 40 540 1,700 36 97
760 150 560 130 680 2,040 140 92
250 50 410 180 78- 820 170 76

470 31 670 200 270 1,360 160 86

470 120 420 260 220 1,310 110 90



SUMMARYO]~ GROUND-WA~ CONDITIONS IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA

Aquifers in the glacial drift furnish water to only about a quarter of the

wells in the Michigan City area. The aquifers include: (1) the deposits of sand

and gravel associated with the till that are not readily assigned to one of the

following categories, (2) sorted deposits of overridden outwash, (3) the deposits

in the glacial spillways, and (4)the deposits in the ice-contact features.

Aquifers in or associated with the till supply water to about 70 percent of

the wells that tall drift aquifers in the Michigan City area. About 20 percent

of the wells that tap drift aquifers are in the ground-moraine area and about

50 percent are in the end-moraine areas. Most of the wells are dug or bored and

are less than 50 feet deep. Theyyield only small supplies of water for farm

use.

It is thought that the aquifers in or associated with the till generally

are small bodies of sand and.gravel that maybe more or less isolated from each

other by the surrounding till. Inasmuchas the till is not entirely impermeable,

however, and as these small bodies of sorted material maybe numerousand.partly

interconnected in someareas, the entire till sheet mayfunction as a poor aqui-

fer.

About 30 percent of the wells tapping drift aquifers in the area apparently

obtain water from the overridden outwash deposits. Most - perhaps all - of the

wells are dug or 'bored and.yield only small supplies of water for farm and.do-

mestic use.

The overridd,en outwash consists essentially of sand.or sand-and.-gravel de-

posits, genera~' with considerable interstitial clay and. silt which makes for

low permeability of the materiaJ.. The deposits probably are not more than 50

feet thick anywhe~rein the area and.are muchthinner at most locations where they

were penetrated 'by test drilling.
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Noneof the wells in the area are knownto tap aquifers formed by the de-

posits in the Li:ndseyLake and GooseCreek spillways, although a few of the

shallow wells along the boundaries of the spillways maypenetrate them. The

material found. in the Geological Stn'Veytest holes drilled in the spillways

ranges from a pebbly clay to fairly clean gravel. The sand-and-gravel deposits

found. in the test holes drilled in and adjacent to the spillways range in thick-

ness from 3 to 24 feet.

Nowells in the area are knownto obt.ain water from the ice-contact deposits,

although someof the larger deposits would yield supplies sufficient for general

farm and household use. In manyplaces the bulk of the deposits is higher than

the water table and only a relatively thin saturated zone is present in their

lower part. With natural lowering of the water table during drought cycles,

the deposits maydry up completely.

It is believed that not any of the ice-contact deposits in the area would

furnish water in sufficient quantity for municipal or other large-scale use,al-

though, if it becamenecessary, the water in someof the deposits might be used

as a supplemental supply. Only two of the ice-contact deposits in the area ap-

pear to offer possibilities for such development.

There doubtless is a considerable degree of interconnection hydrologically,

between the various aquifers in the glacial drift, which maypermit the relative-

ly free movementof water from one body of sand and gravel to another, so that

both function essentially as a single aquifer. For this reason, any aquifer in

the drift might yield a great deal morewater than could be guessed from the

results of general test drilling. In a search for large supplies of water, any

relatively thick section of permeable material probably would be worth testing

by constructing a well and makinga thorough pumpingtest, even though similar

material was not found in nearby test holes.



Recharge to the various aquifers in the glacial drift occurs principally

by d.OWllWardpercolation of water from melted snowand rain, although certain

aquifers mayreceive a larger proportion of their recharge by lateral percola-

tion through the ground from adjacent areas.

The sand and gravel deposits in the glacial spillways, ice-contact features,

and the exposed parts of the overridden outwash are best situated to receive re-

charge by direct penetration of water from rain and melted. snow. ~e sand and

gravel deposits included in the till are less well situated. to receive recharge

in that manner.

Noaquifer found in the glacial drift was believed to be sufficiently pro-

ductive of water to supply Michigan City from one well or even from a field of

two or three wells. However,certain of the aquifers in the glacial drift might

warrant more tho:roughinvestigation as possible sources of small or supplemental

supplies. Such ;aquifers include someof the ice-contact deposits, deposits in

the glacial spillways, certain parts of the overridden outwash, and somedeeper

drift aquifers situated in bedrock channels.

Aquifers in the Pierre shale furnish water to about three-quarters of the

wells in that arl:la. Because the water is softer than that generally obtained

from aquifers in the glacial drift and because the wells in the shallow drift

aquifers maynot furnish sufficient water for use during long droughts, the wells

tapping shale aquifers are considered by the local residents to be the best ob-

tainable in the area.

The exact physical nature of the aquifers in the shale has not been deter-

mined. However,their occurrence in the area is quite general and wells in the

shale are found :In almost every part of the area. Thewells range in depth from

70 to 185 feet.
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Pumpingtests on ,Tells tapping shale aquifers in Michigan City indicate a

coefficient of transmif3sibill ty on the order of 450 gpd.per foot and a coefficient

of storage on thE~order of 4 x 10-4 for the aquifer there.

Water-level records of a well tapping shale in Michigan City appear to in-

dicate seasonal recharge to the shale aquifers, but the manner in which the re-

charging water rl:!achesthe aquifers and its amountare not known.

Because of the rather low transmissibility of the shale, it is unlikely that

wells generally I~ouldbe obtained that wouldyield muchmore than 10 gpmfor any

appreciable lengt.h of time. It is believed, however, that a system of wells,

properly spaced 60 as to cause only slight interference with one another, could

be developed to yield :a considerable amountof water. Individual wells probably

could be expected.to yield 7,000 to 14,000 gpd.

It is suggested that someexperimentation might be done toward artificially

recharging the aquifers in the shale with water from higher aquifers in the

glacial drift by installing screens opposite both aquifers in a series of wells.

Pumpingcould then be done from a nearby well that would tap only the lower shale

aquifers. In this wa-y",it might be possible to increase materially the amount

of water that cc~ld be: taken from the area economically over a long period of

time.

The aquife:rs of the Dakota formation probably would be reached at a depth of

1,200 to 1,300 feet below the land surface at Michigan City. Theyprobably

wouldyield morewater than is needed by the city but it would be highly min-

eralized and unsuitable for general use. Wells tapping the aquifers at Michigan

City probably would not flow naturally and the water would have to be obtained

by pumping.

There is a possD~ility that aquifers mayoccur in someformations between

the Dakota form9.tionand the basement complex. However,it is believed that
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water in any deeper aq~uifers would be inferior in chemical quality even to that

found in the Dakota formation.

Most of the~water from the Michigan City area that was sampled for chemical

analysis was found to be harder or more highly mineralized than is generally de-

sirable for most domestic uses.

In 5 samples of 'Water from the glaCial drift, dissolved solids ranged

from 540 to 3,190 ppmand averaged 1,320 ppmj hardness ranged from 160 to 1,410

ppmand averaged. 510 ppm. The sodium concentration ranged from 18 to 71 percent

and was above 60 percent in 3 out of 5 samples.

In 20 samples of 'Water fram the Pierre shale, dissolved solids ranged from

820 to 3,790 ppmand averaged 1,740 ppmj hardness ranged from 25 to 770 ppm

and averaged about 210 ppm. In one water sample the sodium concentration was

34 percent, but in the other samples it ranged from 75 to 97 percent.

Most of the water samples from the area contained sufficient carbonate and

bicarbonate, as compared to the calcium and magnesiumpresent, to make the water

of questionable value for general irrigation. A further deterrent for most of

the sources is excessive amounts of dissolved solids and high percentages of

sodium.
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Type of well: B, bored; Dr, drilled; Du, dug.

Aquifer: D, glacial drift; S, Pierre shale.

Depth to water: Measurements given to hundredths or tenths
are measured water levels; those given in whole numbers
are reported •

.Location Owner or Depth of Diameter Type Date
number name well (feet) (inches) completed -;

!j
f

151-58 I

4dca USGS test 52 25 5 Dr 1948
4dcc Minn. Laud Bank 108 6 Dr 1936
5bab USGS test 50 40 5 Dr 1948
5ddd USGS test 51 52 5 Dr 1949
6aaa USGS tes.t 19 55 5 Dr 1948
6bal JClhn Or,r:lk 89 5 Dr 1926
6ba2 •••• do •••• 40 48 Du 1921

6bac Gordon Spring ...
6daa USGS test 20 60 5 Dr. 1948
6dad1 M:'s. L. Kjorsvik 26 36 Du 1910

6dad2 • to •• do. 41 •• 140 5 Dr 1938

7aaa USGS test 21 115 5 Dr 1948
7add USGS test 22 65 5 Dr 1948
7daa BE~rt SwEmseth 28 36 Du 1906

8bc J" P. Lamb Est. 26 36 Du 1910

151-59
1baa Lamb Land Co. 140 5 Dr 1926

2aaa •••• do •••• 100 5 Dr 1926

2cbb B. He1gleson 60 27 B 1906

2ec Chas. Simons 90 6 Dr 1929

3ddc USGS test 49 57 5 Dr 1949
9acb1 Henry Rusid 90 6 Dr 1918

9acb2 •••. do •.•• 30 36 Du 1935

9cbd' Hans Nelson 45 48 Du 1933
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA

Date of measurement: For measured depths to water, this
is date of measurement. For reported depths, this is
date of report, not date of measurement by reporter.

Use of water: 0, domestic; I, industrial; M, municipal;
0, observation; S, stock; T, test holes, U, unused.

Aquifer Depth to water
(feet below

land surface)

Date of
measure-
ment

Use of
water

Remarks

·.. ·... T See log. Hole refilled.
S 28 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.·.. ·.•..... T See log. Hole refilled.

U Do.
·.. ·... T Do.
S 30 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
0 37 1938 S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay.
0 S See chemical analysis.·.. T See log. Hole refilled.
D 24 1938 S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay, sand.
S 25 1938 D,S Water reported good; shale

at 35 feet.
..... T See log. Hole refilled.

T Do.
D 11 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, gravel.
D? -25 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate.

S D,S Water reported good; shale
at 110 feet.

0 ... ,. D,S Water reported good; aquifer
sand and gravel

D 40 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, gravel.

0 60 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sand.

It •••• .... T See log. Hole refilled.
0 80 1938 D Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, "sandstone."
D 20 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;

aquifer, gravel.
D 42 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, sand.
-80b-



RECORDSOF WELLSANDTEST HOLES'11 THE

Location
number

Owner or
namE!

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

151-59 - Cont.

9dcc PetE!r Bakke 60 24 B 1915

lOcad Paul Ruud 14 24 Du 1916

llbdd Neh Berg 140 6 Dr 1914
11db J. P. Reep 100 5 Dr 1921
12cc S. Smogge 47 36 Du 1910

12d J. F'ranzen Est. 30 18 B 1935

152-58

3bba USGS test 41 50 5 Dr 1947
3bbb Geox'ge Norman 30 24 B ·...
4bd J. S. Lamb 110 5 Dr 1918

4cb S. Tibbett: 130 5 Dr 1926
5aaal George Peuka 60 6 Dr
5aaa2 · .•. do •.• t, • 90 6 Dr 1916
5cbb USGS test 6 42 5 Dr ·.1947
5cbc USGS test 7 36 5 Dr 1947
Sccc USGS test 8 30 5 Dr 1947
6aaa Marte Eric:kson 40 48 by 48 Du 1916

6aba USGS test 32 25 5 Dr 1947
6baa S. Ii. Rio 100 5 Dr 1918

6cbb1 · ... 'do •... ' ... .... Dr ·...
6cbb2 ISGS test 42 35 5 Dr 1948
7aaa M. S. Swanson Est. 36 30 B ·...

7aad USGS test 9 32 5 Dr 1947
7ddd USGS test 10 46 5 Dr 1947
8bb1 Ne1Elon Ne~lring 22 24 Du • •••
8bbb2 • •• If do ••• 41 160 5 Dr 1934

8cbc1 Lloyd F101:en 5 Dr ·...
8cbc2 • •• 0 do ..• tI 34 36 by 36 Du 1911

9aaa Mrs" Cubal>h 110 6 Dr 1910

- 8la -



MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer Depth to water Date of
(feet below measure-
land surface) ment

Use of
water

Remarks

D ~lS 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sand, gravel.

D 12 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer

S ~.O 1938 D,S Water reported surplus.
S ~)O 1938 D,S Do.
D 1 1938 S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, sand, gravel.
D 4~0 1938 S Water reported adequate;

aquifer, gravel.

D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sand and gravel.

D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sand.

• ••
D

S

S
S1
S

• ••
• ••
•••
S

•• •
S

S1

•••
D

•••
• •••
D1
S

•••
D

S1

....,.

..'...
, .1L6.

..'........
10

..........
•••••

......
6

1Ill.·· •

•••••

12.34

•••••
32

60

·.......
1918
1926·...
1916
•••
•• • •
• •••1916

• •••
• •••

·...
• •••1938

.....·...
·...

5-28-48

·...1938
1938

-81b-

T

• • •

D,S
D,S...

S
T
T
T

D,S
T

D,S
U

T
D,S

T
T

D,S
U

• • •

See log. Hole refilled.
Water reported bard; see

chemical analysis.
Water reported good; shale

at 40 feet.
Water reported adequate.
Water reported soft.
Reported never pumped dry.
See log. Bole refilled.

Do.
Do.

Water reported adequate,
hard; was originally soft.

See log. Hole refilled.
Water reported soft,

adequate.
Well abandoned; water re-

reported soft.
See 108. &lIe- refilled. "'
Water reported hard,

adequate; aquifer, sand
and gravel. See chemical
analysis.

See log. Hole refilled.
Do.

Water reported hard.
Well abandoned; water

reported soft, salty •



RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

OWner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

152-58 - Cont.

15cc F. Wright 25 48 by 48 Du 1932

16bc Anton Danda 125 6 Dr 1917

17bcb1 O. Narum 25 48 by 48 Du 1934
17bcb2 •.•.• do •..• 216 6 Dr 1915

17bcb3 •••• do •••• 25 48 by 48 Du 1939
18aad US(;S test 11 30 5 Dr 1948
18b C. Peters 30 36 B 1916

18cdd w. Fowler 185 6 Dr 1937

18daa USGS test 12 26 5 Dr 1948

18dda USGS test 13 30 5 Dr 1948
19daa USGS test 14 36 6 Dr 1948
19dda Floyd Anderson 107 6 Dr 1929

20bbb John Rei.neke 100 5 Dr 1918
28aaa K. Wright 30 48 by 48 Du ....
28add USGS test 55 30 5 Dr 1948
29ccc USGS test 17 45 5 Dr 1948
30aaa USGS te~lt 15 30 5 Dr 1948
30ada USGS te:3t 16 35 5 Dr 1948
31add USGS tel3t 18 50 5 Dr 19/.8
32bcc Ndson lnvick 90 .... Dr 1918

32dcc O. Oks tad 20 36 by 36 Du ....
33abb USGS test 54 20 5 Dr 1948
33acc Lamb Land Co. 110 6 Dr 1931
33cad USGS test 53 140 5 Dr 1948

152-59
1a1 W. H. Lamb 40 36 B 1898

1a2 ••••do •••• 42 36 B 1898

labb 1.amb Es.tate 100 5 Dr 1937

-82a-



MICHIGAN CITY AREA J NORTH DAKOTA - Cont inued

Aquifer Depth to water
(feet below
land surface)

Date of
measure-
ment

Use of
water

Remarks

D 22 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sand.

S 20 1917 D,S Water reported adequate,
salty.

D 5.90 5-28-48 S Water reported hard.
S 20 1915 D Water reported hard,

inadequate; shale at 20
feet.

D? ••••• .... D,S Water reported hard.
• •• ••••• .... T See log. Hole refilled.

D 25 1938 S Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sand.

S 30 1937 S Water reported hard, salty,
inadequate; shale at 30
feet.

·.. ..... 0 See log. See chemical
analysis.

••• ..... T See log. Hole refilled.

·.. ..... · ... T Do.
S 20 1929 D,S Water reported soft,

adequate.

S 10.05 5-28-48 D,S Do.

D ..... ·... .. . Water reported adequate;
aquifer, sandy clay.

·.. ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.

••• ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.

• •• ..... ·... T Do.

••• ••••• • ••• T Do.

• •• ..... · ... T Do.

D 20 1948 D,S Water reported fairly soft,
adequate; aquifer, sand
and gravel.

D? 19 1938 ... Water reported inadequate.

·.. ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.

S 50 1938 ... Water reported adequate.

••• ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.

D 10.50 9-4-47 S Water reported inadequate;
aquifer, clay.

D 22 1938 Water reported adequate;
aquifer, clay.

S7 22 1938 S Water reported hard,
unpotable.
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

Owner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

152-59 - Continued

lacb L8mb Estate 110 Dr ....
3abd •.•. do •... 120 6 Dr 1916
4aad Luther Day 125 6 Dr 1912

4dbb Anderson 90 6 Dr 1908
9ddl H. Leike 30 18 D 1911

9dd2 •••• do •••• 150 6 Dr 1920
9dcd USGS test 43 55 5 Dr 19l.7

9ddd USGS test 44 40 5 Dr 1947
10cc1 H. Leike 30 18 B 1912
10cc2 •• I' • do ...• 30 36 B 1937

lOecd USGS test 45 92 5 Dr 1947
10ddd USGS test 46 55 5 Dr 1947
11baa W. Young 30 36 B 1880

11dca w. Young 116 ... Dr 1935

12dde Lamb Estate 190 5 Dr 1944

13aaa •••• do •••• 112 6 Dr 1922
14aba Curtis Wright 120 6 Dr ....
15bddl C. t.Jebber 108 6 Dr 1935

15bdd2 .. ' •• do .••• 50 24 B 1912

15bdd3 .u ••do •••• 40 24 B 1915
15ddd USGS test 47 51 5 Dr 1947
16ddl N" Master 126 6 Dr 1917

16dd2 • ... do •... 26 24 B 1909

2Iadd • ••• do •••• 122 6 Dr 1925
2lbcc1 R. H. Andrew 30 48 Du 1898
21bcc2 • ••. do ..•• 124 6 Dr 1912
2lebe o. L. Neshein 128 58 Dr 1936

21ddd USGS test 48 37 5 Dr 1947
22bad1 E. Fox 125 6 Dr 1911
22bad2 •••• do •••• 108 5 Dr 1949
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer Depth to water
(feet below

land surface)

Date of
mea8ure-
ment

Use of
water

Remarks

S S Water reported soft,
unpotable.

S 30 1938 D,S Water reported soft, adequate.
S: 30 1938 D,S Water reported adequate,

soft, slightly salty.
S 80 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate.
D 25 1938 S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay.
S 135 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate.

••• ..... .... T See log. Hole refilled.... ..... T Do.
D 28 1938 Water reported inadequate.
D 22 1938 ... Water reported inadequam ;

aquifer, gravel.
... ..... T See log. Hole refilled.

..... T Do.
D 28 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay and sand.
S 18 1935 D,S Water reported adequate;

shale at 30 feet.
S ••••• S Water reported inadequate;

salty; shale at 30 feet.
S 110 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
S ..... .... D,S Water reported adequate;

shale at 30 feet.
D 108 1938 Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay and gravel.
D 15 1938 S Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay.
D 10 1938 S Do.... ..... T See log. Hole refilled.
S 30 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;

good well; shale at 40 feet.
D 10 1938 D Water reported inadequate;

aquifer, clay.
S 80 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
D? 20 1938 S Water reported inadequate.
S 60 1938 D,S Do.
S 28 1938 D,S Water reported adequate;

shale at 50 feet.
T See log. Well refilled.

S 25 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
S . .. . . . .... D Water reported soft, adequate;

shale at 50 feet.
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RECORDS OF HELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

Owner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

152-59 - Continued

22cad F. National Bank 125 6 Dr 1925

23dbd J. Lioda1 40 18 B 1918
24abc H. Greenlee 114 6 Dr 1947
24dbc A. Fuhrman 120 6 Dr 1911
25bdd S. M. Ka11stead 150 6 Dr 1908
25cad J. C. Ka11stead 60 6 Dr 1925

26ccc C. A. Bunde 120 6 Dr 1918
27cc G. Sparks 145 6 Dr 1912
28bcc H. Severson 35 18 B 1900
33cbc J. R. Johnson 100 6 Dr 1913
34bbb G. Sparks 125 6 Dr 1917
35cb S. Reep 110 6 Dr 1918

153-58

2aab E. Hauge 103 6 Dr 1910
,3b G. Nomen 38 36 Du 1935

4bcc Oscar J. Olson 119 ... Dr 1925

4c E. Rice 110 6 Dr 1918
4ccc USGS test 2 32 5 Dr 1948
5aaa USGS test 1 30 5 Dr 1948
5b1 O. B. Simon 25 36 Du 1908

5b2 H. W. Edden 110 6 Dr 1912
5da O. Olson 102 6 Dr 1949

8bdd L. E. Daws 35 30 B ....
8dad L. J. Scheifford 90 24 to 6 Dr 1934

8ddd USGS test 3 30 5 Dr 1948
9aad C. Anderson 117 5 Dr 1935

9c T. H. Smith 110 6 Dr 1910
lOadc Lamb Land Co. 100 6 Dr 1915
lIme B. B. nen&on 120 6 Dr 1910

14dccl Mrs. Wheeler 170 5 Dr 1936

14dcc2 .••• do •••. 40 48 Du ....
16a A. Dusbabek 100 5 Dr 1925

17addl L. E. Daws 35 30 B 1902
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MICHIGANCITY AREA, NORTHDAKOTA- Continued

Aquifer Depth to water
(feet below
land surface)

Date of
measure-
ment

Use of
water

Remarks

s ..... JS Water reported adequate;
shale at 40 feet.

D 40 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate.
S 10 7-47 S Shale at 35 feet; see log.
S? 100 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate
S 80 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
D 40 1938 D,S Water reported adequate,

aquifer, gravel.
S 50 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
S 100 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate
D? 20 1938 S Do.
S 40 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
S 110 1938 S Do.
S 40 1938 S Do.

S 15 1938 ·.. Water reported adequate.
D 16 1938 ·.. Water reported adequate;

aquifer, clay and sand.
S ..... ·... D,S Water reported adequate;

soft, slightly salty.
S 60 1938 S Water reported adequate.

•• • ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.... ..... ·... T Do.
D 24 1938 ·.. Water reported inadequate

aquifer, sand.

S 70 1938 S Water reported inadequate

S 6 1949 S Water reported adequate,
soft, shale at 25 feet.

D? 11.41 5-27-48 S Water reported inadequatE
hard, unpotable.

S 36 1938 • •• Water reported adequate;
shale at 30 feet.

•• • .... T See log. Hole refilled.

S 27 1938 S Water reported adequate;
shale at 30 feet.

S? 60 1938 S Water reported adequate.
S? 60 1938 S Water reported adequate.

S? 80 1938 s
s 120 ·.. Water reported adequate;

shale at 60 feet.

D? 39 1938 ·.. Water reported inadequate.

S1 60 1938 ·.. Water reported adequate.

D1 14 5-27-48 U Well abandoned; water
reported hard, alkali.
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE
• .• .••• __ n •• _

LOCATION
number

Owner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

153-58 - Continued

17add2 ••.• do .••• 122 6 Dr 1941

17add3 •... do ••.. 125 6 Dr 1910

7ccc K. Narum 60 6 Dr 19307ddd USGS test: 4 39 5 Dr 19488cdcl W. Fowler 22 36 Du ·...
8edc2 W. Fowler 185 40 & 6 Du & Dr 1935
8dd J. Knutson 109 6 Dr 19189b O. Gunderson 107 6 Dr 19359bab W. Fowler 165 6 Dr 1940
Oc J. Gunderson 107 6 Dr ·...Oeda L. Wright 109 6 Dr 1905.Oddd USGS test 5 120 5 Dr 194821ebb Carl Narum 108 5 Dr 1951

21d Lamb Land Co. 110 5 Dr 1919
21del R. Zacha 105 5 Dr 1938
21dc2 · .•• do .•.. 31 36 B 1912
22bcd1 J. P. Lamb 165 6 Dr 1935
22bcd2 J. Summerfie.ld 128 6 Dr 1920
23ddc Lamb Land Co. 120 5 Dr 1918
28ecbl Mark Garver ... 26 Du ·...
28ccb2 • ••• do •••• 30 26 Du ·...
28ecb3 • •.• do •••• 30 26 Du 1895
29ccd USGS test 24 27 5 Dr 1947
29cdd Lloyd Wright 76 6 Dr 1927

29dad1 George Reed 25 24 Du 1898

29dad2 • .•• do •.•• 108 6 Dr 1940

29dad3 • ••• do •••• 120 6 Dr 1908
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer Depth to water Date of
(feet below measure-

land surface) meot

Use of
water

Remarks

5? 18 1941 D Water reported adequate,
soft, said to taste of
iodine.

S? 18 1948 S Water reported inadequate,
soft, salty; said to taste
of iodine.

S 40 1938 S Water reported adequate.
..... .... T See log. Hole refilled.

D? .... D Water reported inadequate,
bard.

S? 7.26 5-28-48 S Water reported adequate, hard,
alkaki.

S 40 1938 ·.. Water reported adequate.
S sq 1938 Do.
S? ..... S Water reported inadequate,

hard, salty.

S 40 1938 · .. Water reported adequate.

S? 60 1938, T See log. Hole refilled.... ..... . . ..
S ..... ·.. Water reported soft, potable;

shale at 40 feet.
S 20 1919 D,S Water reported adequate;

shale at 25 feet.
S ..... · .. Water reported adequate;

shale at 38 feet.

D? 25 1938 S Water reported adequate.

S 25 1938 Water reported adequate.

S 60 1938 Do.

S 60 1938 · .. Do.

D? 9.70 5-28-48 U Well abandoned, partly
caved in; water reported
hard.

D'? 15.55 5-28-48 S Water reported adequate, hard,
alkali, contains iron.

D? 16.58 5-28-48 D Water reported adequate, hard,
alkali.

... . . . . T See log. Hole refilled.

5? .... D,S Water reported adequate, soft,
slightly salty. See
chemical analysis.

D? 12 5-24-48 U Well abandoned; water report-
ed inadequate, hard, alkali.

S? 20 1940 D Water reported adequate, soft,
slightly salty.

S
S Do.
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

OWner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)·

Type Date
completed

153-58 - Continued

29ddc USGS test 23 22 5 Dr 1947
30c D. Wright 80 6 Dr 1924
30cdcl Jack Meneschum 118 6 Dr 1922

30cdc2 •••• do •.••• 110 5 Dr 1949

31aadl E. H. Greenlee 110 36 B 1916
31aad2 •••• do •••• Dr ••••

3lccd USGS test 29 28 5 Dr 1947
32bba USGS test 25 32 5 Dr 1947
32ccdl USGS test 30 36 5 Dr 1947
32ccd2 Michigan City 30 4 Dr 1947

test 3
32daal Albert Steen 97 5 Dr 1918
32daa2 M.C. Milligan 91 6 Dr 1944

32dabl J. o. Sonsteng 78 6 Dr 1916
32dab2 A. D. Chaffee 120 ... Dr 1926
32dacl Michigan City 116 5 Dr 1949

Hospital
32dac2 Steven Hofer 100 5 Dr 1920
32dac3 W. Lamb 100 6 Dr • •••
32dac4 V. A. Theison 90 5 Dr 1932
32dac5 Michigan City 95 6 Dr 1909

Firehouse
32dac6 Michigan City 104 6 Dr 1950

Supply 2
32dadl John Cacha ... ... Dr ·...
32dad2 Julia Larson 79 Dr 1910
32dad3 Albert Dusbabek 90 5 Dr • •••
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llICHIGAN CI1~Y AREA) NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer Depth to water Date of
(feet below measure-

land surface) ment

Use of
water

Remarks

••• ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.
S 20 1938 ... Water reported adequate •
S 18 1922 S Water reported soft,

adequate.
S ..... ·... ... Water reported soft,

adequate; shale at 40
feet.

S 33 1938 S Water reported soft, slight-!
ly salty.

S? ..... ·... D Water reported adequate,
hard;said to taste of
iodine.

• •• ·... T See log. Hole refilled.
·.. ..... ·... T See log. Hole refilled.

See chemical analysis.
••• ..... T See log. Hole refilled.

• •• ..... ·... T Do.

S 18.31 11-6-46 D Water reported adequate,
80ft, salty, unpotab1e.

S 11.92 11-6-46 D,S Water reported adequate,
slightly salty. See
chemical analysis.

S 17.47 11-6-46 D Water reported adequate,
salty.

S . . ... · ... D Water reported soft,
adequate .

S ..... ·... D Water reported adequate,soft
and potable; shale at
40 feet.

S ..... ·... D
S ..... ·... D See chemical analysis.

S ..... ·... D Do.

S ..... ·... M Water reported potable.
See chemical analysis.

S ..... · ... M Water reported soft, pot-
able; shale at 32 feet.

S? 17.52 11-6-46 U Water reported potable,
soft.

S 29.06 11-6-46 D Water reported adequate,
soft, and slightly salty.

S 12.48 11-6-46 D Water reported inadequate,
hard. Reported to have
been soft at one time.
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

Owner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

15'.'8 - Continued
32dad4 K. L. Wright 100 6 Dr 1915
32dad5 Orren Lee 118 6 Dr 1926

32dad6 .•• do ...• 116 6 Dr 1926

32dad7 ••• do •••• 73 5 Dr ....
32dba1 George peuka 94 5 Dr 1944

32dba2 B. Smith 87 4 Dr 1918

32dba3 Michigan City 108 6 Dr 1950
supply 1

32dbb Michigan City 120 5 Dr .'...
test 2

32dbc1 O'Hara 100 6 Dr ••••

32dbc2 Michigan City 115 5 Dr ••••
test 1

32dbd1 E. Desatall 85 5 Dr 1931

32dbd2 Michigan City 100 6 Dr 1910
School

32dcc USGS test 31 37 5 Dr 1947
32dcdl C. Anderson 95 5 Dr 1946
32dcd2 Langstaff 5 Dr ..-..
32dcd3 Carl Dahl 100 5 Dr 1946

32dcd4 Henry Rude 105 5 Dr 1950

32dcd5 John Hagen ... 6 Dr ~...
32ddal Great Northern 110 6 Dr 1945

test 1
32dda2 Great Northern 115 6 Dr 1945

test 2
32ddbl Orvick Supply Co. 50 5 Dr 1917
32ddb2 •••• do •••• 96 5 Dr 1919
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer

S
S

s

s
S

S

S

S

s

S

s

S

•••
S
S1
S

S

S
•••

s
S
S

Depth to water
(feet below

land surface)

32.18

33.03
18

.....

18.1

10.8

16.2
18.3

24.41
25.14

18

.....

..........

.....
25.40
.....

Date of
measure-
ment

·...

4-21-47
1944

·...
·...

4-24-47
4-24-47

4-24-47
4-24-47

·...
·...

10-31-46
10-31-46

12-46

·...
·...·...
·...

10-31-46·...
- 87b -

Use of
water

D
I

I

U
D

D

M

o

D,O

T

D,O

D

T
D
D
D

D

U
T

T

U
I

Remarks

See chemical analysis.
Well at creamery. See

chemical analysis.
Well at creamery. See

chemical analysis.
Well at creamery.
Water reported adequate,

soft, potable. See chem-
ical analysis.

Shale at 30 feet. See
chemical analysis.

Water reported soft and
potable; shale at 30
feet. See log.

Shale at 30 feet. See
chemical analysis.

Water reported adequate,
soft, and potable. Shale
at 30 feet.

Shale at 30 feet. See
chemical analysis.

Water reported adequate,
soft, and potable; shale
at 30 feet.

Water reported adequate,
soft and potable. See
chemical analysis.

See log. Hole refilled.

Shale at about 35 feet.
See log and chemical
analysis.

Water reported adequate,
potable and soft; shale
at 32 feet.

Shale at 26 feet; hole
refilled, see log.

Shale at 27 feet; hole
refilled, see log.

Water reported adequate.
See chemical analysis.



RECORDSOF WELLSANDTEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

Owner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

153-58 - Continued

32ddb3 Marvin Kruger 70 6 Dr 1916

32ddc1 Otto Anunson 100 6 Dr 1919

32ddc2 Carl Hanson 102 5 Dr 1944

32ddc3 J. A. Lamb 100 5 Dr g36

32ddc4 L. A. Haatvedt 10 24 Du ....
32ddc5 .... do .... 120 5 Dr ....
32ddc6 E. Lamb 104 5 Dr 1949

32ddc7 Michigan City 108 6 Dr 1950

supply 3

32ddc8 J. Lamb 100 4 Dr 1922

32dddl Standard Service 50 5 Dr .....
32ddd2 P. J. Hilman 110 6 Dr 1910

32ddd3 Curtis Wright 110 5 Dr 1914

32ddd4 J. W. Lamb and 98 5 Dr 1916

E. w. Ryall

33acc A. P. Brandberry 110 6 Dr 1936

33bcbl E• G. SO'Imerfiled 100 6 ... ....
33ccb1 P. Hall 90 5 Dr 1910

33ccb2 Great Northern 120 6 Dr 1945

test 3
33ccc Bessie Bogart 86 5 Dr 1916

33cdd USGS test 33 36 5 Dr 1947

33dcc USGS test 34 42 5 Dr 19l.7

33dcd USGS test 35 42 5 Dr 1~47

33ddd USGS test 36 50 5 Dr 1947

34ccd USGS test 37 40 5 Dr 19L.,8

34cdc USGS test 38 32 5 Dr 1947

34dba Leo Danda 125 5 Dr 1947

34dcc USGS test 39 52 5 Dr 1947
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer Depth to water Date of
(feet below measure-

land surface) ment

Use of
water

Remarks

S D Water reported adequate,
soft and potable, shale
at 30 feet.

S 20.07 10-31-46 D Do.
S 14.34 10-31-46 Water reported soft; shale

at 30 feet.
S 23.04 10-31-46 D Used to water lawn and

garden.
S 4.46 10-31-46 U
S D Water reported soft, un-

potable.
S ....'. ·... D Water reported soft,

potable; shale at 40 feet.
S .... -. ·... M Water reported soft,

potable; shale at 28
feet. See log.

S ..... ·... D Water reported adequate,
soft, potable.

S'? 8.16 10-31-46 D, I Water reported adequate.
See chemical analysis.

S 10.38 10-31-46 D Water reported soft and
potable.

S 17.80 10-31-46 D Water reported potable.
S 15 1916 D Water reported adequate.

soft and potable, See
Chemical analysis.

S 20 1938 S Water reported inadequate.
S ·... D Water reported just adequat~

soft, slightly salty.
S 12.73 10-31-46 D,S Water reported inadequate,

potable. See chemical
analysis.

S T Shale at 28 feet; hole
refilled, see log.

S 9.49 10-31-46 D Water reported soft, and
potable.·.. ·... T See log. Hole refilled.

T See log. Hole refilled.·.. ..... T Do.
• •• ...... ·... T Do.
... ..... ·.... T Do.
·.. T Do.
S ..... ·... S Water reported adequate,

soft; shale at 60 feet.
T See log. Hole refilled.
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
number

Owner or
name

Depth of
well (feet)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

153-58 - Continued

35ccd USGS test 40 50 5 Dr 1947
35daa F. Vilson Est. 99 6 Dr 1933
'36'ccc USGS teet 27 32 5 Dl' 1941

153-59
1b Gronna Ins. Co. 14 4 ft. sq. Du 1923
1bba Albert Monson 68 6 Dr 1919
lcda Ole Thorson Est. 100 6 Dr 1926
1da1 Olaf Thorson 40 11 B 1908
1da2 ..•• do •••• 100 6 Dr 1923
2cab J. P. Lamb 40 6 Dr 1912

Land Co.
10ddc J. Hancock Ins. 105 6 Dr 1920
11ac1 H. W. Paul 30 4 ft. sq. Du 1900
11ac2 •••• do •••• 108 6 Dr 1914
12a E. R. Barid) Rec. 11 4 ft. sq. Du 1938
13bdd John Thorson 104 6 Dr 1912
13cdb Julius Johnson 112 6 Dr 1926
22ccd Myrtle Beck 145 6 Dr 1920
23ccb W. E. Zemman 110 ... Dr 1918
24dd G. Wierwell 150 6 Dr 1930
2Scdd1 Lamb Estate 110 6 Dr 1920

25cdd2 •••. do •••• 125 6 Dr 1918
25dad1 Chalmer Olson 90 6 Dr 1928

25dad2 •••• do •••• 15 4 ft'-sq. Du 1936
26bbc Johnson Bros. 100 6 Dr 1917
26ccc Joe Lamb Est. 160 6 Dr 1910
27bcc John Lamb 74 Dr 1937
27cdd U. C. Life Ins. 25 Du 1933
34bca1 Nelson County 110 6 Dr 1912
34bca2 E. Heller 90 5 Dr 1949

34bcd1 Leo Hoynes 112 6 Dr 1923

34bcd2 •.•• do •••. 115 6 Dr 1926

34cba1 Bill Hoynes 87 6 Dr 1923
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer

•••
S1

•••

Depth to water
(feet below

laud surface)

30
•••••

Date of
measure-
ment

....
1938
••••

Use of
water

T

T .

Remarks

See Log. Hole refilled.
Water reported adequate.
See log_ Hole refilled.

D1 12?z 1938 S Water reported adequate.
57 25 1938 D,S Do.

,51 25 1938 D,S Do.
D'? Water reported inadequate.
57 D,S Do.
S7 18 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.

S? 95 1938 D,S Water reported inadequate.
D? 28 1938 D,S Do.
S7 30 1938 S Do.
D? 8 1938 S Water reported adequate.
S7 30 1938 D,S Water reported surplus
S7 60 1938 Water reported adequate.
S7 ...... D,S Do.
S? 25 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
S? ..... D,S Do.
S ..... S Water reported adequate,

hard, unpotab1e for
cattle; shale at 30 feet.

S ..... S Do.
S 20 1948 D,S Water reported adequate,

soft.
D? 13 1938 Water reported adequate.
S7 20 1938 D,S Water reported surplus.
S7 • ••• Water reported adequate.
S7 18 1938 D,S Water reported adequate.
D? ..... ·.... 5 Water reported inadequate.
D7 ..... ·... D,S Water reported adequate.
S 15 1949 D Water reported adequate,

soft; shale at about 40
feet.

S? ·... D,S Water reported adequate, l':..... soft.
S 12 1926 U Well abandoned; water

reported adequate. I

S7 D Water reported adequate,sof~
I
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RECORDS OF WELLS AND TEST HOLES IN THE

Location
num~er

Owner or
name

Df.pth of
well (fef;t)

Diameter
(inches)

Type Date
completed

153-59 - Continued

34cba2 Mapes Publ ic 105 5 Dr 1951
School

34cbb Peter BAkke 150 6 Dr 1925

34ddd USGS te$t 26 40 5 Dr 194~

35rldc Ronni.e 90 6 Dr 19:';2
36ccc uses tt)st 27 32 .5 Dr 194'7

36dcc USGS test 28 34 5 Dr 19'.1
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MICHIGAN CITY AREA, NORTH DAKOTA - Continued

Aquifer Depth to water Date of
(feet below measure-
land surface ment

Use of
water

Remarks

5 ..... Water reported adequate;
shale at 30 feet.

S? ..... 5 Water reported adequate.·.. T See log. Hole refilled.
S? ..... Water reported adequate.·.. .... T See log. Hole refilled.

• •• ..... T Do.
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LOGSOFvrn:US MID TESTHOLESIN TEEMICHIGAN CITYAREA,N. DAK.

151-58-4dca
USGStest 52

Topsoil" black ••••••••.••• ,•••••••••••••••••.••••••..•
Clay, gray, flilty and sandy •••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand and gralre1, 1ight-brmv.n •••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray-bl-awn ••••••.•••••.•••••••• -••••••••••••••
Till, g:ray ••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••
Sand, gl'ay, mediumto very coarse, and shal.e
gravel, medi\UD •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shal.e )1 gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hat e:ria 1 Thickness Depth
(feet ) Tfee:€")

1 1
2 3
2 5
4 9
5 14

1 21
4 25

151-58-5bab
USGS test 50

Till., 1igbt~)rown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till., (!;ray • <I ••.•••••••.•••••• • •••••••.•••••••••• • • • •

Sand and gra're1, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••
Pierre shale " gray •••••••••.•••••••.••••.••.••••••••••

151-58-5ddd
USGStest 51

TOpsoil, blal~k •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Silt, 1ight~brown, sandy and clayey •••••••••••••
Till, 1ight-"brown •.•••••••••.••.•.••.••••••••••••.•••••
Till, gray •••• 0 0 •••• _•• e •••.•••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Sani, gray, gra'~'elly and clayay •••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

l.5l-58-ooaa
USG-S test 19

Tbpsoil., black •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till., light-brawn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sana •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till" gray •••••••••••••••••••••• elJ ••..••• '•• • .' • •• • • •

Ssnd, gray, fins to medium, silty ••••••••••••••••
T1ll1 gray ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale:, grtrY •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

_ 9]: -

16
14
6
4

1
l.4
20
6
6
5

114
1
14
5
l.4
6

16
30
36
40

115
354.1
41
52

1
1516
30
3549
55



LOGS OF WELLS AND TEST HOlES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - •• Continued

151-58 •.6daa
USGS test 20

Material

Topsoil, black •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••••••
Till, light ..bri:)WD.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••••••••• -•• • •• •• • • •• •• • • • •
Sand, gray, coarse, and shale grav'el, fine, very

silty and c~~yey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gra:y- •.••••••• .;# ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••

Shale sand, gr;9.Y, m<:..'diumto coarse, silty and
clayey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It. .' .•• -•••• • • •

Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••

151-58 ..1aaa
'L'SGStest 21

'lhickness DePth--o:eetT Tfeet)
2 2
2 4

10 14
19 33

6 39
8 47

2 49
11 60

Topsoil, black •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, l:'..g.'!lt···broWIl•••• e •••••••••••• '" •••• • •••••••• •

Sand, light •.brU\-;n, fine to medium, and shale
gravel, silty ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Till, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••• •••••••••
Sand, gray, mediumto coarse, and some gravel,

very clayey ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••
Till" gray •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••.•.••..•

151-58-1add
USGStest 22

Till, 11ght •.bz'OWll•••••.•••.•.•••.•••••.••.••••.••••••.•••
Sand and gravE!l, light-brown ••••••.••••••••.•••••••.
Till, 11ght-bro'V."Il••••••••••.•••.••••••.•.••••.••••••••.
Sand, light-brown, medium, and gravel, fine,

clayey •••• It •••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Gravel, fine 1;0 medium, and. sand, very coarse ••••
Till, gray, •• 0 ••••• ., •••••••••••••.•••• • •••• • ••.•••••

Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••
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2
9

917
11

60
7

4
2

13
6
531
4

2
II

20
31
48

108
115

4
6

19
25
3061
65



LOGSOFWELLSANDTESTHOLESIN TEEMICHIGANCITYAREA- - Continued

151-59- 3ddc
USGStest 49

Material

Till, light-brown, sandy, or sand, very gravelly
and clayey •. 1 ••••••••••••••••••.••••• ·•••••••••••

Sand and gravel, gray, mostly shale ••••••••••••
Sand, gray, mostly shale •••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand and gravel, gray, mostly shale ••••••••••••
Sand, gray, mostly shale •••••••••••.••••••••••••

l52-58-3bba
USGStest 41

Thickness Depth
(feet ) 1feet)

24 24
9 33
4 37

15 52
5 57

Clay, gray, s:Lltyand sandy ••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, light.-brovm, medium, fairly free of clay
Shale gravel, gray, med.iumto coaroe, clayey •••
Shale and liml~stone gravel, gray, very clayey ••
Till, gray •• '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale grav~l, gray, medium •••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, grey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l52-58-5cbb
USGStest 6

Topsoil, blacJ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-b:rown, silty and sandy •••••••••••••
Sand, gray, f:Lne to very coarse, clayey and

gravelly ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale gravel, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l52-58-5cbc
USGStest 7

Topsoil, blacl{ •.•••.••••.•••••••••..••••.•••••••
Clay, light-brown, silty, sandy and gravelly •••
Sand, light-b:rown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, light-brown, sandy and silty •••••••••••
Shale sand, g~ay, mediumto very coarse ••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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1
714

12
12
2
2

1
3

23
13
2

1
4
2
7

20
2

1
8

22
34
1+6
48
50

1
4

2740
42

1
5
714

34
36



LOGS OF WELIB .AND TEST HOLES IN TEE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

152-58-5ccc
USGS test 8

Material

Topsoil, black •••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, 1ight~brown, silty and sandy •••••••••••••
Till, 1ight~brown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

152-58-6aba
USGS test 32

Thickness Depth
(feet ) (feet)

1 1
5 6
6 12

18 30

Clay, light-brown, gravelly ••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, light-brown, mostly shale, sandy and

clayey ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray, upper part gravelly ••••••••••••••••

152-58-6cbb2
USGS test 42

Topsoil, bla.ck ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••
Till, gray .•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• •••••••
Till, light-~rown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray ..••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• ••
Sand and gr€lve1, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Boulder ••• 4l •• ' •••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • •

Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

152-58-7aad
USGS test 9

Topsoil, bl~lCk •••••• II •••••••••• '••••••••••••• • •••

Clay, light.·brown, silty and sandy •••••••••••••
Till, gray It ••••••••••••••••• ,,· •••• ••• .•• ••••••••

Sand, gray, medium to coarse, and shale gravel,
fine •.••4." •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• • • • • • .•

Till, gray .••••••••• ·••••••••••••••••• ·•••••••••
Pierre sha~~, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••
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2

10
13

1
2

12
10
3
1
6

1
5
6

16
2
2

2

12
25

1
315

25
28
29
35

1
6

12

28
30
32



LOGSOFWElLSAND TESTHOLESTII THEMICHIGANCITYAREA - - Continued

152-58-7ddd
USGStest 10

Material

Topsoil, bJ~ck •• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••

Clay, light-brown, silty and sandy ••••••••••••••
Shale sand and gravel, light-brown ••••••••••••••
Sand, gray;, very coarse, clayey, mostly shale •••
Gravel, gray, fine to medium, coarser material

shale • I•••••••••••••••.••• -•••••••••••••••••••••

Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

152-58-1Baad
USGStest 11

Thickness Depth
(feet ) (feet)

1 1
2 3
7 10

10 20

7 27
19 46

Topsoil, b:lack •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-brown, sandy, silty, and gravelly •••
Sand, gray, mediumto coarse, clayey and gravelly
Sand and gravel, light-brown, very clayey •••••••
Till, gray, sandy and gravelly ••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l52-58-1Bdaa
USGStest 12

Topsoil, black ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, gray, silty and sandy •••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-brown, silty and sandy ••••••••••••••
Sand, gray-brown, medium, and shale gravel, silty
Gravel, mediumto coarse, and sand, very coarse,

free of clay •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••• ,•••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

152-58-1Bdda
USGStest 13

Topsoill black ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-brown, gravelly •••••••••••••••••••••
Sand, ligr.ffi-brown, fine to coarse, clayey •••••••
Sand, gra~·, very fine to coarse, and gravel, fine,

silty Sind clayey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre sbfL1e, gray ••.•••••••••••••••••••••• ·••••
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1
2

12
5
6
4

1
2
1

11

5
2
4

1
1
8

16
4

1
315

20
26
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1
3
4

15
20
22
26

1
2

10

26
30



LOGS OF WE:LLS AND TEST HOlES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

l52-58-l9daa
USGS test 14

Material

Topsoil J black •••• -•••••• • • • • • •. • . • • • • • •-.• • • .•• • • •Clay, light-brown, silty and sandy ••••••••••••••
Sand and gravel, light-brown ••••••••••••••••••••
T111, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••

152-58-28add
USGS test 55

'lbickness Depth
(feet ) ffeet)

2 2
7 9
1 10

21 31
5 36

Topsoil, black •••••••••••••••••••••••• '•••••••• ••
Till, light-brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gl'ay ••••• -c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sand and gravel, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

152-58-29ccc
USGS test 17

Tcpsoil, bJBCk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, gray, silty and sandy •••••••••••••••••••••
Sand, light-brown, very gravelly and clayey •••••
Sand, gray" very fine to very coarse, and gravel,

fine, cJ~yey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.• •••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

l52-58-30aaa
USGS test 15

Topsoil, b:~ck ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C~, broml-gray, silty and sandy •••••••••••••••
Sand, light-brown, fine to very coarse, and

gravel, fine to medium •••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••
Pierre sha:le, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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2
7
9
7
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14
11

2
7
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2
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LCGS OF WELlS AND TEST HOLES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued
l52-58-30ada
USGS test 16

Material

Topsoil, black ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-brown, silty and sandy ••••••••••••••
Sand, gray, clayey and gravelly •••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Thickness Depth
(feet)~ (feet)

1 1
8 9

19 28
7 35

l52-58-3ladd
USGS test 18

TOpsoil, bJBCk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, light-brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand and ~~vel, light-tan ••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••
Sand and g]~avel•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -•• •
Till, gray ••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••

1
15
1

11
313
6

1
16
1728
3144
50

l52-58-33abb
USGS test 54

Topsoil, black ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-brown, sandy and gravelly •••••••••••
Sand, light-brown, very fine to very coarse,

and som3 gravel, very clayey •••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••..•

2
2

13
3

2
4

17
20

l52-58-33cad
USGS test 53

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

gray •••••••.•••••••••••.•••.••• •••••••••••
light-brawn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••

126
135
140

2
516

19
32

119

7
9
5

2
3

11
3

13
87

gray, very fine to coarse, clayey •••••••••
gray
very coarse, and gravel, fine to very

Topsoil" b,lack .•••••.•••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••
Till,
Till,
Till,
Sand,
Till,
Sand,coarse •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•
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LOOSOFWELlSAND ~ST HOlESIN THEMICHIGANCITYAREA- - Continued

152-59-9dcd
USGStest 43

Material

Sand, light-brown, gravelly and clayey ••••••••••
Sand, gray, very gravelly and clayey ••••••••••••
Gravel, gray, shale, sandy and clayey •••••••••••
'llill, gray •••••••••••••••• '••••••••••••.••••.••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

152-59-9ddd
USGStest 44

Thickness !(fPth
(feet ) feet)

17 11
20 31
10 41
3 50
5 55

Topsoil" black •.••••.•••.•••••••••••••• '•••••••••
Sand, light-brmm, fine to coarse, very

gravelly and clayey ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, gray, very sandy and clayey •••••••••••••
Till, sray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

152-59-1Occd
USGStest 45

Topsoil, black ..••• '•..•••• '••.•••..•..•. '.••....•••
Sand, light-brOlm, clayey ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand, light-brown, and gravel, some shale, very

claye:y •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••
Shale gI"avel, gray, and sand, very clayey j

upper and lower contacts transitional •••••••••
Till, gr'ay, grave11y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l52-59-1Oddd
USGStest 46

Till, Ij.ght-brown •••.••••.••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••
Till, gl:~ay, sand.y •••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••
Till, gIl8.Y' •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre e:ha1e, gray •.•••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••.•
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LOGS OF WELlB AND TEST HOlES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

152-59-15ddd
USGS test 41

Topsoil, black ••••• -••.•••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••
Till, li~sht-brown ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
Sand, light-brown, fine to coarse, gravelly and

sandy ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••
Sand, gray, fine to coarse, and gravel, fine,

free of clay ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••
Pierre sJb.ale, gray ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Material Thickness ~el?t~(feet) feet)

1 1
10 11

10 21
28 49

2 51

152-59-21ddd
USGS test 48

Till, light-brown ••••••• e.••••.•••••••••••• • • •• • • • • •

Till, gr~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, gray, sandy and very clayey •••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••••

l52-59-24abc
H. Greenlee

Yellow c~ (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Blue clay (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel., •••.•••••••••••••••••• • • ••.••• • •• • • • • •• • • • • ••
Shale •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

153-58-4ccc
USGS test 2

TopsoilJ~black ••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••
Till, lj~ght-gray••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, l:Lght-brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, ~~ay ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre 13hale, gray ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
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LOOS OF WEJLI.S AND TEST HOLES m THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

153-58-5aaa
USGS test 1

TOpsoil, bU1Ck ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand, light··brown, very fine to very coarse, and

gravel, Inedium. • _•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•

Pierre shalE~, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Material

l53-58-8ddd
USGS test 3

Thickness ~th(feet ) feet)
1 1
6 7

17 24
6 30

TOpsoil, bUlCk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light .•brown, silty ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, ligat·.brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, g;ray ~t"""""""."""""""""".'"
Pierre shalE3, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-58-17ddd
USGS test 4

Topsoil, bUlCk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light .•brown, silty ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, light··brown •••'••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand and gravel, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray I' •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••
Sand and gravel, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray- • II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Pierre shalE~, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

153-58-2Oddd
USGS test 5

TOpsoil, bU1Ck ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T111, light··brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, ~ay u •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '•••••••••••

Pierre shalE~1 gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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LOGS OFWI~LLS AND TESTHOLESIN TEEMICHIGANCITY.AREA- - Continued

l53-58-29ccd
USGStest 24

Material

T1ll, light··brawn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray .1' •••••••••• '••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-58 ...29ddc
USGStest 23

Sand, light.·brown, and gravel, medium, well-
sorted aIld free of clay •••••••••••••••••••••••

Shale graveJ_, light-brown, very sandy and clayey ••

l53-58-3lccd
USGStest 29

Clay, gray-l:lrawn, silty and sandy ••••••••••••••••
Sand, light··brawn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand, gray, fine to medium, and shale gravel,

fine, sllghtly clayey •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale gravel, gray, coarse, some limestone, sandy.

153-58-32bba
USGStest 25

Sand, light ..brown, and gravel, medium, clayey ••••
Sand, light •.brown, coarse, and some shale gravel,

fine ••• (I ••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••• ,e •••

Gravel, gra~r, medium, and some sand" clayey ••••••
Pierre shalE!, gray •••••••••••••••••• " •••••••• "•••

l53-58-32ccdl
USGStest 30

Sand, light·~rown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Grave1, light-brawn, some Shale, fairly free of

clay ••• ill •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e .•

Shale gravel" gray, fine to coarse, very clayey •••
Pierre ShalE!" gray ••••••• "••• "•• "." ••••••••••••••
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10
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3
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5

4
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LOGS OF WELlS AND TEST HOIES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

l53-58-32ccd2
Michigan City test 3

Yellow clay with saDdand. gravel (till?) ••••••••••
Sand and ~~avel, clayey (till?) •••••••••••••••••••
Blue claYJ' sticky, mixed with shale gravel

(grave:~ till?) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Material 'Ihickness ~eJ?th(feet )' feet)

17 17
7 24
6 30

l53-58-32dac6
Michigan City supply 2

Yellow C~lY (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Blue clay (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale •••.•.•..••.•....••.•.•••....•••••.••.•..•••.

153-58-32dba3
Michigsn City supply 1

Yellow C~iY (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Blue clay (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-58-32dbc2
Michigan City test 1*

Till, light-brawn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••·•••

l53-58-32dcc2
USGS test 31

Sand, lisnt~brawn, medium •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, s~ay, fine to medium, and sand ••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••.•• ·•••••••

* Samples, examined by USGS personnel.
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LCGS OF WELLS MID TEST HOlES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

153-58-32dcd3
Carl Dahl*

Material

Till" light-brown, with layers of silty sand
and gravel •••••••••••••• e- ••••••• • • • • •.•• • • • • • • •

Till, gray' •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, medium to coarse •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gradational contact between till and shale •••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

153-58-32ddal
Great Northern test 1

Thickness Depth
(feet ) (feet)

20 20
8 28
1 29
6 35

65 100

Sand and clay (till) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dirty sancLwith water ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale ••• 4' •••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • •Shale with water •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale ••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••• • •• ••••••••••••••••••

153-58-32dda2
Great Northern test 2

Sand and (~lay (till) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand with surface water ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
Loose shale with wa.ter •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -•• •• ••• •• •

153-58-32ddc7
Michigan City supply 3

Soil •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Yellow clay and some sand and gravel (till) ••••••
Blue clay, till ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••
Sand and gravel •••• "••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale •••••••• -••••••• • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • •• • • • • • .••• • • • •

*Samples examined by USGS personnel.
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LOGS OF WEUS ~D TEST HOLES IN TEE MICHIGAN CITY .ABEA - - Continued

153-58-33ccb2
Great Northern test 3

Sand. and elay (till) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand with surfa<:e water •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
S'hale ••• 0 •.•••• IJ ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •Shale with a little water •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale ••• It ••••• 41 ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •Loose shale with water ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale ••• dJ ••••• ,.' •••• • •••• • • • • •••.••••• -- ••••• • •• • •• '. •

Material

Gray shale ....~.' .
l53-58-33cdd
USGS test 33

Thickness Depth
(feet ) "(feet)

25 25
3 28

35 63
1 64

12 76
4 80

30 no
10 120

Topsoil, ~black•••••••••••••••••••••••• -••••••••••••
Till, light-brotfll •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gr~y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••·••••

153-58-33dcc
USGS test 34

Topsoil, black ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '.
Clay, lig~t-brcMn, silty and. sandy ••••••••••••••••
Till, li€~t-brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, grclY •••• ' ••••••••••••••••••• '•••••• • • •••••• • • •
Pierre shale, €r;r3y••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-58-33dcd
USGS test 35

Topsoil, black •••••••••••••••• e •••••••••• •••••••••

Till, light-brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••• '••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
Sand, gray, coarse, and shale gravel, fine ••••••••
Till, g:r~iY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -.-••••••••
Pierre shale, gray ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• •.•••••
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LOGS OF 'WELlS AND ~T HOLES IN TEE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

l53-58-33ddd
USGS test 36

Material

OleYl light-brawn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, light-brown •••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••
Till, gray' •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• •• •••••

Shale gravel, medium, clJ3.yey••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, g:ray' •••••••.••••••••• e.•••••••••••••• • ••• • • • •

Pierre sha,le J {!;ray •.••••••••••• -.• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

l53-58-34ccd
USGS test 37

'!h1ckness (Pth(feet ) feet)

5 5
16 21

8 29
3 32

17 49
1 50

Clay, ligt.ffi-brovTn,silty and sandy •••••••••••••••
Sand, light-brawn, very fine to very coarse,clayey
Shale sanc., gray, very coarse, clayey ••••••••••••
Pierre shslle, gray ••••••• '•••••••••••••••••••••• ••

l53-58-34cdc
USGS test 38

Topsoil, [)lack •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Clay, light-brawn, silty and sandy •••••••••••••••
Till, gra~r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-58-34dcc
USGS test 39

Clay, li~lt-brawn, silty and sandy •••••••••••••••
Till, light-brawn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sand, gra~r, coarse, and gravel, fine, very clayey.
Till, gr~, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, (!;ray•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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5
10
23

2

1
5

24
2

9
8

13
15
7

515
3840

1
6

30
32

917
30
45
52



LOOS OF WJm:.8 AND TEST HOLES IN THE MICHIGAN CITY AREA - - Continued

l53-58-35ccd
USGS test 40

Material
Till, light-brown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, light-gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shale grav1el, gray, clayey •••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••••• 9 •••••••••• • ••••••• ••

Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-59-34ddd
USGS test 26

T~so11,black •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, light-brown ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Till, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l53-59-36ccc
USGS test 27

Clay, light-brown, silty and. sandy •••••••••••••••
Sand, ligbt-brown, medium, clayey ••••••••••••••••
Sand, light-brown, medium to coarse, some shale,

clayey ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Gravel, gray, fine to coarse, some shale •••••••••

l53-59-36dcc
USGS test 28

Clay, light-brown, silty and sandy •••••••••••••••
Gravel, ltght-brown, medium, slightly clayey •••••
Gravel, gray, fine to coarse, clayey •••••••••••••
Gravel, coarse •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pierre shale, gray •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
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Thickness
(feet J

17
5

22
5
1

1
15
22
2

2
6

15
9

2
10
15
5
2

Depth
(feet)

17
22
44
49
50

116
38
40

2
8

23
32

2
12
27
32
34
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